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Table 1. Participating Organizations and Entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participating Organizations and Entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aetna Better Health of West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appalachian Behavioral Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Recovery Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora Project Associates, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC Rehab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau for Behavioral Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau for Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston Hospitals, Inc./</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Francis Hospital-Addiction Healing Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean &amp; Clear Advantage Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMRS Health Systems, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmony Ridge Recovery Center, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthways, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Drug Rehabilitation LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope for Tomorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob’s Ladder at Brookside Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse Recovery Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary
Executive Summary

Introduction
West Virginia (WV) is seeking to establish an innovative, quality-based health care delivery model to improve the long-term outcomes of individuals with a SUD. The West Virginia State Senate passed Senate Bill 419 (SB419) in March 2022. SB419 requires the West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources, Bureau for Medical Services (BMS) to develop a voluntary, robust post-treatment planning program (the pilot program), promote the use of performance-based payments (PBPs), and evaluate the impact of post-discharge planning and the provision of wraparound services. To prepare for implementation of the pilot program, BMS must also establish an SB419 Advisory Committee; develop requirements and reporting for contracting with WV MCOs to support efforts to improve long-term SUD outcomes; and amend existing federal waiver(s), as needed; and seek approval from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

Assessment Purpose and Activities
BMS engaged Myers and Stauffer to assist with the following activities: 1) perform state and national research on the SUD landscape; 2) conduct stakeholder engagement activities, including the development of the SB419 Advisory Committee and surveys of RTCs to solicit feedback regarding the design, methodology, and implementation of requirements of SB419; and 3) analyze information collected—including West Virginia-specific and national research—to inform a final assessment illustrating next steps for the direction of the pilot program. Milliman, Inc. (Milliman), Myers and Stauffer’s subcontracted partner, contributed valuable support in the formation of this assessment, primarily providing actuarial and fiscal impact inputs, and contributions to state-specific and national research related to reimbursement models.

Framework Provided by SB419: Status of SB419 Key Requirements
SB419 provides a framework for West Virginia to use in developing a pilot program to support individuals with SUD to have a successful and effective transition of care from the residential treatment setting to outpatient services and community supports. The current status of SB419 key requirements are provided in Table 2.

---

2 SB419 states that pilot program participants shall, “Develop a robust post-treatment planning program, including, but not limited to, connecting the patient population to community-based supports, otherwise known as wraparound services, to include, but not be limited to, designation of a patient navigator to assist each discharged patient with linkage to medical, substance use, and psychological treatment services; assistance with job placement; weekly communication regarding status for up to three years; and assistance with housing and transportation.”
3 Ibid.
### Table 2. Status of SB419 Key Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>BMS Requirement</th>
<th>Progress to Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ✗ In progress | Seek a waiver amendment(s). BMS is instructed to seek an amendment to an existing waiver(s) to incorporate programmatic changes resulting from SB419 and seek approval from CMS. | BMS consulted CMS to review SB419 and seek guidance on the federal authority available to support funding of the program. CMS determined the following:  
  • no amendment to the current 1115 SUD waiver was required based on the initial legislation; however, alternative approaches recommended include:  
    • a state directed payment approved under 1.) 42 C.F.R. § 438.6(c) pre-print form for the MCO contract or 2.) quality incentive arrangement.  
**Next Step:** BMS will continue to explore federal authority options during finalization of program design. |
| ✗ In progress | Enter into contracts with WV MCOs. BMS must enter into contracts with WV MCOs, where at a minimum, 15 percent of SUD residential treatment contracts for facilities providing SUD treatment services are paid based on performance-based measures. | There is a need for clarity on what the participation expectations are of the RTCs, WV MCOs, the State and other vested stakeholders for this requirement.  
**Next Step:** Additional discussions are planned as the State considers program methodology, reporting, governance and fiscal impact prior to initiating the pilot program. |
| ✗ In progress | Appoint a full-time BMS employee. BMS must hire an individual to support the Advisory Committee in determining best practices and refinement of the pilot program, actively monitor the SUD RTC compliance with reporting requirements, and provide oversight to contracts associated with the pilot program. | BMS is utilizing contracting staff to fulfill this obligation.  
**Next Step:** Contracted staff will continue to work on moving the pilot program forward. Example: Contractor is used to facilitate Advisory Committee meetings. |
| ✓ Complete | Operationalize the SB419 Advisory Committee. BMS must develop an Advisory Committee responsible for determining the best practices for refinement of the pilot program and establishing performance-based metrics for which payment in the program is based. | BMS has initiated the Advisory Committee who has begun meeting to fulfill their role as detailed in SB419. The Advisory Committee:  
  • Provided constructive feedback on the legislation including areas of potential difficulty such as long-term tracking of patients.  
  • Worked collaboratively to develop a new set of four nationally vetted quality measures as proposed alternatives to the current measures detailed in SB419. These four measures are proposed to be collected in Year 1 of the pilot program. |
| ✗ In progress | Report to the Legislative Oversight Commission on Health and Human Resources Accountability (LOCHHRA). BMS should conduct an actuarial analysis | **Next Step:** The actuarial analysis for program year 1 will be limited in scope and will focus on a baseline assessment of costs for the SUD |
## Status of SB419 Key Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>RTC Requirement</th>
<th>Progress to Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In progress</strong></td>
<td>Collect and report performance based measures. SB419 requires RTCs participating in the pilot program to collect and report on performance-based measures.</td>
<td>Stakeholder feedback has been collected through detailed surveys of RTC providers. RTC surveys revealed significant operational challenges in collecting and exchanging data. <strong>Next Step:</strong> Include information collected from stakeholder feedback in future discussions as the State considers program methodology, reporting, governance and fiscal impact prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In progress</strong></td>
<td>Develop a robust post-treatment planning program. SB419 also requires the RTCs to develop a robust post-treatment planning program, including connecting the patient population to community-based supports.</td>
<td><strong>Next Step:</strong> Additional program planning and design must be finalized prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In progress</strong></td>
<td>Report performance based measures. The SUD residential treatment facility is required to report the performance-based metrics to the Office of Drug Control Policy (ODCP) on the first of every month over the course of the pilot program.</td>
<td><strong>Next Step:</strong> Additional program planning and design must be finalized prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>MCO Requirement</th>
<th>Progress to Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In progress</strong></td>
<td>Enter into contracts with RTCs. BMS will enter into contracts with WV MCOs to provide services for the pilot program. WV MCOs then, at a minimum, will contract with 15 percent of SUD RTCs which will be paid based on performance-based measures.</td>
<td>There is a need for clarity on what the participation expectations are of the RTCs, WV MCOs, the state and other vested stakeholders for this requirement. <strong>Next Step:</strong> Additional discussions are planned as the State considers program methodology, reporting, governance and fiscal impact prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In progress</strong></td>
<td>(Optional) Transfer risk to RTCs. For the three years of implementation of performance-based contracting, the WV MCO may transfer risk for the provision of services to the SUD RTC only to the limited extent necessary to implement a PBP methodology, such as a phased payment for services. The WV MCO may develop a</td>
<td><strong>Next Step:</strong> Additional program planning and design must be finalized prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 Ibid
### Status of SB419 Key Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shared savings methodology through which the participating SUD RTCs shall receive a defined share of any savings that result from improved performance.</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Assessment Results

#### National Research

During interviews and Advisory Committee meetings, each WV MCO individually expressed having little to no experience in value-based payment (VBP) arrangements with behavioral health and SUD providers in West Virginia. Research was subsequently conducted by Myers and Stauffer and Milliman to present BMS with current strategies in use by other states as they implement similar SUD-focused programs. Key findings/observations from this research include the following:

- **New York: Managed Care Contract Language**
  
  For New York, the use of financial incentives has proven successful in engaging Medicaid managed care plans in developing infrastructure, programs, and resources to promote high-quality care.\(^6\) Incorporating financial incentives that tie payment directly to quality is an important approach to improving the quality of care, holds health plans accountable for the care they provide, and rewards those who invest in processes that improve care.\(^7\) Greater detail on New York’s approach can be found within this report.

- **North Dakota: 1915i Program**
  
  North Dakota’s 1915i program includes a care coordinator to perform assessments and reassessments and assist with linkages to services for an individual. This design appears to align with the robust post-treatment planning program sought by SB419 and may be an example for BMS to further explore for the pilot program design.

#### Stakeholder Engagement

BMS has initiated early involvement of key stakeholders in planning for the pilot program to ensure collection of detailed input and allow for transparency in the process of developing the program. As outlined in the following sections, with support and guidance from BMS, Myers and Stauffer engaged key stakeholders to inform this assessment.

---


\(^6\) Ibid, pg. 9.


**SB419 Advisory Committee**

SB419 requires the development of an Advisory Committee that is charged with various tasks to develop the pilot program, including development of performance-based measures on which payment in the pilot is based. Comprised of more than 20 respondents, the SB419 Advisory Committee is a multi-disciplinary committee initiated by BMS in May 2022. During the course of Advisory Committee meetings, they reviewed bill requirements including quality metrics as listed in SB419 and national research to develop proposed measures. Table 3 includes these four measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Measure Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Continuity of Care After Medically Managed Withdrawal from Alcohol and/or Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Continuity of Care after Inpatient or Residential Treatment for SUD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SDOH Need Screening and Intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Follow Up After High-Intensity Care for SUD (FUI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Residential Treatment Center Provider Surveys**

BMS conducted two surveys of RTC providers to understand the technological capabilities, current health information exchange (HIE) efforts, and perceptions of SB419. Twenty-three of the 26 RTC providers in the State completed both surveys. Survey results aim to inform next steps for SB419, and will also serve as valuable data for future BMS initiatives. Key survey topics and associated results include:

- **Pilot Program Participation**
  - Overwhelmingly, 93 percent of RTCs reported interest in participation in the pilot program.
  - RTCs indicated their top three challenges in the SB419 pilot program participation as administrative considerations (need to train and hire staff), difficulty contacting patients post-discharge, and reimbursement related concerns.
  - RTC surveys revealed significant operational challenges in collecting and exchanging data.

- **Electronic Health Record (EHR) Adoption**
  - Approximately 19 percent of RTCs reported having no EHR technology or that they are in the process of EHR implementation.
  - Use of paper-based recordkeeping systems may result in delays in patient referrals to community-based supports and required monthly reporting.

- **Exchanging Patient Data**
  - Nearly half of RTCs report barriers in exchanging patient data with other community providers to coordinate patient care. These barriers include, but are not limited to:
    - Concerns around patient consent and privacy.
    - Exchange of data with community providers that may lack methods to efficiently track services provided to patients (i.e., community-based supportive housing, transportation, or employment agencies).
Difficulties in Contacting Patients Post-Discharge

- SB419 requires maintaining contact and communication with patients post-discharge at specified intervals (30 days, six months, one year, two years, and three years). All survey respondents reported increased difficulty in maintaining contact and communication with patients post-discharge in the later intervals.

WV MCO Interviews

BMS and Myers and Stauffer engaged the WV MCOs in one-on-one and group interviews to gain their insights on: 1) the areas of opportunity and potential limitations in the SB419 pilot program design; and 2) the operational requirements for SB419 implementation. The WV MCOs also provided supplementary feedback as members of the SB419 Advisory Committee. Key WV MCO feedback is as follows:

- Pilot Program Design. Primary WV MCO concerns regarding SB419 revolved around clarity of the design and methodology outlined in the bill, especially regarding payment structure. For example, one WV MCO suggested SB419 requires performance-based contracting, while others suggested the program must be structured as pay-for-reporting. WV MCOs raised concerns that providers may not voluntarily participate due to the vagueness of the performance-based measures required. WV MCOs also expressed concern the SB419 measures used to evaluate the program may have unintended consequences, such as selection by the RTCs of healthier patients for participation in the pilot program.

- Measure Collection and Reporting. The WV MCOs were unanimous in their suggestions to utilize standardized instruments for data collection and reporting. WV MCOs expressed a need for understanding data validation processes and procedures for data collection and reporting by the ODCP.

CMS Engagement

At BMS’ request, BerryDunn, a contractor with the State of West Virginia, consulted with CMS to review the requirements of SB419 related to PBP design and provide direction on required federal authority. During these conversations in June and July 2022, CMS determined that no amendment to the current 1115 waiver is required per federal regulations; however, alternative approaches were likely more appropriate for BMS to pursue. At the State’s request, CMS offered two options to consider for implementing VBPs in a minimum of 15 percent of SUD residential treatment facilities. At a high level:

- As the State’s 1115 waiver has authority for SUD residential services, the State could submit a state-directed payment (SDP) pre-print, pursuant to 42 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 438.6(c), for prior approval and include the payment arrangement in the contract. This authority provides states with the flexibility to implement delivery system and provider payment initiatives under MCO, prepaid inpatient health plan (PIHP), or prepaid ambulatory health plan (PAHP) Medicaid managed care contracts.

- In the alternative, the State may structure the program as a WV MCO quality incentive or withhold the VBP arrangement. This approach would require an amendment to existing WV MCO contracts, as well as subsequent review and approval by CMS.
Actuarial and Fiscal Activities
A comprehensive evaluation of the requirements and provisions within SB419 found that the bill does not provide sufficient information or clarity around the pilot program methodology and approach to provide an estimated fiscal impact for services and associated administrative costs.

SB419 requires an actuarial report due to the Legislative Oversight Commission on Health and Human Resources Accountability by January 15, 2023. Given the pilot program has not yet started and the program design is not yet determined, such a report detailing those outcomes is premature. The actuarial analysis for Program Year (PY) 1 will focus on a baseline assessment of costs for the SUD population to allow an evaluation of the program impact in future years.

Recommendations
West Virginia is committed to building a sustainable health care delivery system for SUD treatment and recovery services. While SB419 is an important step forward for West Virginia, and BMS has made significant strides in initial program planning, the findings from Myers and Stauffer's assessment indicate there is more work ahead in program design to ensure successful program implementation.

Program Design
Further development of the pilot program is a multi-step process. The first stage for addressing the requirements of SB419 is developing a comprehensive design of the pilot program. Based on stakeholder feedback and the amount of work to be accomplished, Myers and Stauffer recommends the following:

- **Establish program governance.** The Advisory Committee is currently responsible for determining the best practices for and refinement of the pilot program, developing performance-based metrics, and evaluating the pilot annually to recommend necessary adjustments. While this committee is working diligently to complete its assigned objectives, many detailed foundational questions about the pilot program need to be addressed. Based on this finding, Myers and Stauffer recommends BMS create a project governance plan, modify the role of the Advisory Committee, and create workgroups at the direction of the Advisory Committee to focus on key areas including provider clinical workflows, reimbursement, and quality monitoring and oversight.

- **Expand stakeholder engagement activities.** The Advisory Committee noted the importance of expanding additional stakeholder groups to solicit feedback on program design once it is more fully planned out. Examples cited by the Advisory Committee of engagement to include:
  - **Outreach to Outpatient Providers.** Outpatient providers can provide valuable insights into how they can support key aspects of the pilot such as care coordination.
  - **Engagement of Members.** The committee suggested working with partnership with Medicaid members who have lived experience with SUD to solicit input on the program.

- **Define the program elements.** As BMS continues to develop the pilot program design, we recommend exploring pilot program components that are evidence-based and supported by promising practices in providing services to the SUD patient population. Also, additional consideration is needed for opportunities and challenges of design elements, including:
  - Participant roles and responsibilities.
• Care coordination activities.
• Data collection, reporting, and analysis of results.

Examples of materials to support upcoming Advisory Committee meetings can be found in *Appendix D: National Landscape Research*, and include, but are not limited to recommendations for BMS to consult with states such as California, New York, and North Dakota about the success of their SUD programs, related program design that contributed to that success, and any program outcomes.

**Understand administrative and financial risk considerations.** As program design progresses, BMS will need to continually consider administrative and financial risks of decisions being made. Below are examples of information to consider:

- Use of incentives when designing the processes for achieving an incentive payment must take into account several factors, including:
  - Potential for downside risk.
  - Timing of payments.
  - Setting benchmarks.
  - Unintended consequences such as cherry-picking of members, increased administrative burden leads to decrease in time spent with member, etc.

**Consider federal authority requirements.** Often during program design processes, design elements are considered that require specific federal authority. While CMS has provided input on federal authority based on review of SB419 requirements, additional considerations may be needed as the more comprehensive program design is completed.

**Consider fiscal impact.** When the proposed program design is finalized, we recommend BMS conduct a fiscal impact analysis.

Upon completion of these steps, the State, with support from its contractors, will finalize a draft pilot program design.

**Program Implementation**

Myers and Stauffer is defining program implementation as activities that occur after operations begin and members are in the process of being served by the pilot program. Carrying out the planning and goals of the pilot program through implementation includes the following steps that will be performed by BMS and/or their contractor(s):

- **Assess the project plan.** Identify and prioritize the tasks that need to be completed. Ensure all stakeholders are aware of their respective roles and responsibilities during implementation.
- **Execute the plan.** Put the plan into action by identifying the pilot program population and working with participants to identify any issues with the program that may exist. Examples of activities to complete include drafting WV MCO contract amendments, obtaining any needed required federal authority, conduct provider trainings, etc.
- **Analyze program data.** The ongoing assessment of the pilot program is an iterative process, designed to inform stakeholders on program outcomes over the course of the program. Data
Executive Summary

SB419 ASSESSMENT results will support evaluation of the pilot program. Available data for team members to analyze should include, at a minimum, outcomes-based, actuarial, and fiscal impact data.

♦ **Gather feedback.** Determine whether the implementation strategies were carried out as planned and if adequate resources were available to carry out the pilot program. Collect feedback from participants in the pilot program to understand early strengths and potential opportunities for improvement.

♦ **Make changes as needed.** Apply an evaluation-based decision-making model to collectively consider changes to relevant policies, provider education and training, and the payment model as needed. Key performance indicators and stakeholder feedback are just two examples of data collected when considering if changes to the pilot program are needed.

Conclusion

SB419 initiates a well-intended program; however, the pilot program as defined by SB419 presents challenges that must be addressed prior to successful implementation. BMS and stakeholders believe that a thoughtful, transparent process is necessary to develop a comprehensive program design that will have the potential to achieve success. Realization of true outcomes may require several years after program implementation to accomplish.
Section I. Introduction
Section I. Introduction

Background

West Virginia has the highest rates of individuals with SUD in the nation. In 2020, there were at least 1,275 confirmed overdose deaths in West Virginia, which was the highest rate of drug overdose deaths per 100,000 population in the nation. The State also faces challenges with a high prevalence of individuals who have multiple chronic conditions and frequent mental distress. In addition, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic impacted West Virginia communities and systems of care, adjusting the way people interact and how society functions. While the situation is distressing, steady progress is underway in West Virginia, as evidenced by a decline in overdose deaths in Calendar Year (CY) 2021 for one of the first times in recent years.

West Virginia is seeking to establish an innovative, quality-based health care delivery model to improve the long-term outcomes of individuals with a SUD. In response to this epidemic, the West Virginia State Senate passed SB419 on March 7, 2022. SB419 requires the West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources, BMS to develop a voluntary, robust post-treatment planning program (the pilot program), promote the use of PBPs, and evaluate the impact of post-discharge planning and the provision of wraparound services. To prepare for implementation of the pilot program, BMS must also establish an SB419 Advisory Committee; develop requirements and reporting for contracting with WV MCOs to support efforts to improve long-term SUD outcomes; and amend existing waiver(s) as needed and seek approval from CMS.

Framework Provided by SB419 to Impact SUD

The West Virginia Legislature created and passed SB419 to provide a framework for West Virginia to use in developing a pilot program to ensure individuals with SUD have successful and effective transitions of care from residential treatment to outpatient services and community supports. Below, we provide a brief overview of key pilot program requirements and responsibilities for BMS, the State’s RTCs, and the WV MCOs as listed in SB419, as well as a summary table of current status of SB419 requirements to date.

---

8 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that in 2020, West Virginia had the highest drug overdose death rate in the country at 81.4 deaths per 100,000. Source: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/pressroom/states/westvirginia/ww.htm.
13 https://www.americashealthrankings.org/learn/summaries/2021-
14 annual-report/state-summaries-west-virginia.
15 https://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/scorecard/2022/jun/2022-
16 scorecard-state-health-system-performance.
19 SB419 states that pilot program participants shall, “Develop a robust post-treatment planning program, including, but not limited to, connecting the patient population to community-based supports, otherwise known as wraparound services, to include, but not be limited to, designation of a patient navigator to assist each discharged patient with linkage to medical, substance use, and psychological treatment services; assistance with job placement; weekly communication regarding status for up to three years; and assistance with housing and transportation.”
20 Ibid.
West Virginia Medicaid Agency
As the designated State entity responsible for the administration of the State’s Medicaid program, BMS is responsible for providing access to appropriate health care for Medicaid-eligible West Virginians. BMS is charged with leading the efforts to execute the requirements of SB419, including the following activities required by the bill:

- **Seek a waiver amendment(s).** Within three months from the passage of SB419, BMS is instructed to seek an amendment to an existing waiver(s) to incorporate programmatic changes resulting from SB419 and seek approval from CMS.

- **Enter into contracts with WV MCOs.** Within 90 days of CMS approval of the amendment to an existing waiver(s), BMS must enter into contracts with WV MCOs, where at a minimum, 15 percent of SUD residential treatment contracts for facilities providing SUD treatment services are paid based on performance-based measures.

- **Appoint a full-time BMS employee.** BMS must hire an individual to support the Advisory Committee in determining best practices and refinement of the pilot program, actively monitor the SUD RTC compliance with reporting requirements, and provide oversight to contracts associated with the pilot program.

- **Operationalize the SB419 Advisory Committee.** BMS must develop an Advisory Committee responsible for determining the best practices for refinement of the pilot program and establishing performance-based metrics for which payment in the program is based. In addition, the Advisory Committee is tasked with the following:
  - Evaluating the pilot program annually for effectiveness.
  - Adjusting measures as indicated to improve quality outcomes.
  - Assessing the pilot program for continuation.

  Furthermore, BMS is tasked to define roles and responsibilities of the Advisory Committee, adhere to a cadence of meetings, and facilitate various strategies to gather Advisory Committee feedback regarding the development of performance-based measures.

- **Report to the Legislative Oversight Commission on Health and Human Resources Accountability (LOCHHRA).** BMS should conduct an actuarial analysis of the pilot program annually, submit a detailed report of overall performance of the pilot program, including any performance-based measures added in the fiscal year, and recommendations regarding effectiveness of the program to the LOCHHRA by January 15, 2023 and annually thereafter throughout the term of the pilot program.

**Residential Treatment Centers in West Virginia**
RTCs provide a wide range of residential adult substance use treatment services in a facility setting. West Virginia is home to 26 Medicaid-enrolled RTC providers. Figure 1 illustrates the number of unique RTC locations by county in the State.

---

Footnote:

SB419 requires RTCs participating in the pilot program to collect and report on the following performance-based measures:

- Whether the patient is drug-free 30 days post-discharge, six months post-discharge, one-year post-discharge, two years post-discharge, and three years post-discharge.
- Whether the patient is employed 30 days post-discharge, six months post-discharge, one-year post-discharge, two years post-discharge, and three years post-discharge.
- Whether patient has housing 30 days post-discharge, six months post-discharge, and one-year post discharge.
- Whether SUD residential treatment facility has arranged medical, substance use, psychological services, or other community-based supports for the patient and whether the patient attended, 30 days post-discharge, six months post-discharge, one year post-discharge, two years post-discharge, and three years post-discharge.
- Whether the patient has transportation 30 days post-discharge.
- Whether the patient has relapsed and needed any additional SUD treatment 30 days post-discharge, six months post-discharge, one year post-discharge, two years post-discharge, and three years post-discharge.

SB419 also requires the RTCs to develop a robust post-treatment planning program, including connecting the patient population to community-based supports. This post-treatment planning program includes hiring a patient navigator to assist each discharged patient with the following:

- Linkage to medical, substance use, and psychological treatment services.
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- Assistance with job placement.
- Weekly communication regarding status for up to three years (post-discharge).
- Assistance with housing and transportation.

The SUD residential treatment facility is also required to report the performance-based metrics to the ODCP on the first of every month over the course of the pilot program.

Managed Care Organizations

BMS currently contracts with three managed care organizations to provide services to Medicaid members.18 SB419 states WV MCO roles and responsibilities are as follows:

- **Enter into contracts with RTCs.** BMS will enter into contracts with WV MCOs to provide services for the pilot program. WV MCOs then, at a minimum, will contract with 15 percent of SUD RTCs which will be paid based on performance-based measures.19

- **Transfer risk to RTCs.** For the three years of implementation of performance-based contracting, the WV MCO may transfer risk for the provision of services to the SUD RTC only to the limited extent necessary to implement a PBP methodology, such as a phased payment for services. The WV MCO may develop a shared savings methodology through which the participating SUD RTCs shall receive a defined share of any savings that result from improved performance.20

- Participate as members of the SB419 Advisory Committee.

Table 4 provides a brief overview and current status of SB419 key pilot program requirements for BMS, the State’s RTCs, and the WV MCOs.

**Table 4. Status of SB419 Key Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status of SB419 Key Requirements</th>
<th>Progress to Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Seek a waiver amendment(s).** BMS is instructed to seek an amendment to an existing waiver(s) to incorporate programmatic changes resulting from SB419 and seek approval from CMS. | BMS consulted CMS to review SB419 and seek guidance on the federal authority available to support funding of the program. CMS determined the following:  
- no amendment to the current 1115 SUD waiver was required based on the initial legislation; however, alternative approaches recommended include:  
  - a state directed payment approved under 1.) 42 C.F.R. § 438.6(c) pre-print form for the MCO contract or 2.) quality incentive arrangement. |

---

18 ‘Managed care organization’ is not defined in SB419.
19 Ibid
20 Ibid
### Status of SB419 Key Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>RTC Requirement</th>
<th>Progress to Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complete</strong></td>
<td><strong>Operationize the SB419 Advisory Committee.</strong> BMS must develop an Advisory</td>
<td>BMS has initiated the Advisory Committee who has begun meeting to fulfill their role as detailed in SB419. The Advisory Committee:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Committee. BMS must develop an Advisory Committee responsible for determining the</td>
<td>* Provided constructive feedback on the legislation including areas of potential difficulty such as long-term tracking of patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>best practices for refinement of the pilot program and establishing performance-</td>
<td>* Worked collaboratively to develop a new set of four nationally vetted quality measures as proposed alternatives to the current measures detailed in SB419. These four measures are proposed to be collected in Year 1 of the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>based metrics for which payment in the program is based.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Next Step:</strong> The actuarial analysis for program year 1 will be limited in scope and will focus on a baseline assessment of costs for the SUD population to allow an evaluation of the program impact in future years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In progress</strong></td>
<td><strong>Collect and report performance based measures.</strong> SB419 requires RTCs</td>
<td>Stakeholder feedback has been collected through detailed surveys of RTC providers. RTC surveys revealed significant operational challenges in collecting and exchanging data. <strong>Next Step:</strong> Include information collected from stakeholder feedback in future discussions as the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>participating in the pilot program to collect and report on performance-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>measures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Status of SB419 Key Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>MCO Requirement</th>
<th>Progress to Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In progress</td>
<td>Develop a robust post-treatment planning program. SB419 also requires the RTCs to develop a robust post-treatment planning program, including connecting the patient population to community-based supports.</td>
<td>Next Step: Additional program planning and design must be finalized prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In progress</td>
<td>Report performance based measures. The SUD residential treatment facility is required to report the performance-based metrics to the Office of Drug Control Policy (ODCP) on the first of every month over the course of the pilot program.</td>
<td>Next Step: Additional program planning and design must be finalized prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In progress</td>
<td>Enter into contracts with RTCs. BMS will enter into contracts with WV MCOs to provide services for the pilot program. WV MCOs then, at a minimum, will contract with 15 percent of SUD RTCs which will be paid based on performance-based measures.</td>
<td>There is a need for clarity on what the participation expectations are of the RTCs, WV MCOs, the state and other vested stakeholders for this requirement. Next Step: Additional discussions are planned as the State considers program methodology, reporting, governance and fiscal impact prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In progress</td>
<td>(Optional) Transfer risk to RTCs. For the three years of implementation of performance-based contracting, the WV MCO may transfer risk for the provision of services to the SUD RTC only to the limited extent necessary to implement a PBP methodology, such as a phased payment for services. The WV MCO may develop a shared savings methodology through which the participating SUD RTCs shall receive a defined share of any savings that result from improved performance.</td>
<td>Next Step: Additional program planning and design must be finalized prior to initiating the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Membership in advisory committee. WV MCOs are to participate as members of the SB419 Advisory Committee.</td>
<td>WV MCOs are members of the SB419 Advisory Committee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Assessment Purpose and Activities

BMS engaged Myers and Stauffer to assist with the following activities: 1) perform state and national research on the SUD landscape; 2) conduct stakeholder engagement activities, including the development of the SB419 Advisory Committee and RTC surveys to solicit feedback regarding the design, methodology, and implementation of requirements of SB419; 3) analyze information collected

---

21 Ibid
along with West Virginia-specific and national research to inform a final assessment illustrating next steps for the direction of the pilot program. Milliman, Myers and Stauffer’s subcontracted partner, contributed valuable support in the formation of this assessment, namely providing actuarial and fiscal impact inputs, as well as contributions to state-specific and national research related to reimbursement models.

**State-Specific and National Research**

Myers and Stauffer and Milliman conducted state-specific and national research to inform our assessment of various requirements of SB419, including:

- Current quality measures used by states.
- Considerations for actuarial and financial impact analysis of the pilot program.
- Approaches and national trends for SUD treatment and recovery services, care coordination, and reimbursement.

**Stakeholder Engagement Activities**

BMS has initiated early involvement of key stakeholders in planning for the pilot program to ensure collection of detailed input and to allow for transparency in the process of developing the program. With support and guidance from BMS, Myers and Stauffer engaged key stakeholders to inform this assessment, including the SB419 Advisory Committee, RTCs, WV MCOs, and CMS.

**RTC Provider Surveys**

BMS conducted two surveys of RTC providers to understand the technological capabilities, current HIE efforts, and perceptions of SB419. Of the 26 RTC providers in the State, 23 completed both surveys. Survey results aim to inform next steps for SB419, and will also serve as valuable data for future BMS initiatives.

**SB419 Advisory Committee**

SB419 requires the development of an Advisory Committee that is charged with various tasks to develop the pilot program, including developing performance-based measures for which payment in the pilot is based. BMS initiated this multi-disciplinary committee of over 20 representatives in May 2022. The Advisory Committee met on a regular basis from May to September and provided constructive feedback on the legislation and expressed support for the intent of the pilot program.

The SB419 Advisory Committee worked collaboratively to:

- Review RTC provider survey results and feedback to support deployment of a second survey.
- Develop a new set of four nationally-vetted quality measures as proposed alternatives to the current measures detailed in SB419. These four measures are proposed to be collected in Year 1 of the pilot program.

**Medicaid MCO Interviews**

BMS and Myers and Stauffer engaged the WV MCOs in one-on-one and group interviews to gain their insights on: 1) the areas of opportunity and potential limitations in the SB419 pilot program design; and 2) the operational requirements for SB419 implementation. As members of the SB419 Advisory
Committee, the WV MCOs also provided supplementary feedback during committee meetings. WV MCOs were interested in ensuring key provisions of the bill, such as governance, reporting, and fiscal impact were thoroughly considered in the program design process prior to implementation.

**CMS**

BMS consulted CMS to review SB419 and seek guidance on the federal authorities available to support funding of the program and the potential need for waiver modifications. CMS determined no amendment to the current 1115 SUD waiver is required based on the initial legislation; however, alternative approaches in the form of an SDP pre-print for the MCO contract or quality incentive arrangement were recommended. BMS, in partnership with CMS, will revisit the applicability of federal authority options after finalization of program design.

**Actuarial/ Fiscal Activities**

The actuarial and fiscal impact activities included a careful examination of SB419 language and discussions with CMS in an attempt to determine SB419 estimated impact on services and administrative costs under the pilot program. Milliman aimed to perform an actuarial analysis of the pilot program.

**Financial Assessment Activities**

The monetary costs and associated collateral ramifications of SUDs are very high. In CY 2021, West Virginia Medicaid data indicates that for the member population of adults aged 18 years or older, Medicaid-enrolled RTCs treated 27,349 unique Medicaid members. Total spending by the WV MCOs on SUD services in State Fiscal Year (SFY) 2021 was $92.9 million, with over five percent of all managed care members receiving at least one SUD service.

**Total Cost of Care**

The following information is presented to understand the total cost of care and the potential benefit of focused treatment to the member with SUD. Assuming SUD support will positively affect comorbidities, there is substantial opportunity for statewide benefits related to medical services for those with SUD needs.

The impact of a successful SUD program typically improves individuals’ total utilization of health care services. To better understand the potential benefit of a focused treatment investment in individuals with SUD needs, it is important to understand the current spend for those with SUD needs.

Analysis of SFY 2021 managed care encounter data indicates that eight to nine percent of Medicaid adults statewide are receiving SUD services (5.4 percent of all members). The per member per month (PMPM) SUD costs for these members are over $300 PMPM. The non-SUD costs for these members are nearly three times those of members not in need of SUD services, at over $600 PMPM. Additionally, the

---


24 BMS RTCs are monitored by BMS through a weekly Residential Adult Services Report. Data from July 2022 was used to support this report.

25 Totals include both FFS claims and Managed Care encounters and may be +/- 5% of actual expenditures based on completeness of the claims data.
southern region of the state experiences the highest needs, where over 10 percent of adults are receiving SUD care.

Key managed care spending metrics for SUD and non-SUD services are shown in the tables below. Statewide data is presented in Table 5 and individual region data is presented in Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8. Each table includes the percentage of members in the region receiving at least one SUD service through managed care in SFY 2021, along with the total managed care costs for SUD services in millions of dollars and per SUD-receiving member per month (PMPM). Additionally included is a comparison of PMPM non-SUD medical costs for both SUD users and non-SUD users. Note that the opioid treatment program services are provided fee-for-service (FFS) and are, therefore, not currently included in these totals.

Table 5. SUD Managed Care Spending, Statewide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Members receiving SUD services</th>
<th>Total SUD Costs ($mil)</th>
<th>SUD PMPM (users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (SUD users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (non-users)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>$ 72.8</td>
<td>$340.64</td>
<td>$586.99</td>
<td>$228.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Adults</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>$ 19.0</td>
<td>$229.15</td>
<td>$635.22</td>
<td>$314.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Children</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>$ 1.1</td>
<td>$447.84</td>
<td>$817.85</td>
<td>$138.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>$ 92.9</td>
<td>$310.58</td>
<td>$602.26</td>
<td>$203.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. SUD Managed Care Spending, North Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Members receiving SUD services</th>
<th>Total SUD Costs ($mil)</th>
<th>SUD PMPM (users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (SUD users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (non-users)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>$ 24.8</td>
<td>$405.59</td>
<td>$576.11</td>
<td>$237.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Adults</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>$ 6.4</td>
<td>$280.71</td>
<td>$599.53</td>
<td>$314.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Children</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>$ 0.4</td>
<td>$565.87</td>
<td>$998.72</td>
<td>$144.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>$ 31.6</td>
<td>$373.29</td>
<td>$586.39</td>
<td>$210.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. SUD Managed Care Spending, East Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Members receiving SUD services</th>
<th>Total SUD Costs ($mil)</th>
<th>SUD PMPM (users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (SUD users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (non-users)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>$ 7.0</td>
<td>$305.37</td>
<td>$512.98</td>
<td>$245.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Adults</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>$ 2.0</td>
<td>$219.73</td>
<td>$567.04</td>
<td>$288.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Children</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>$ 0.1</td>
<td>$302.27</td>
<td>$919.25</td>
<td>$123.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Region definitions are based on those used to define geographic capitation rate differences.
Table 8. SUD Managed Care Spending, South Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Members receiving SUD services</th>
<th>Total SUD Costs ($mil)</th>
<th>SUD PMPM (users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (SUD users)</th>
<th>Non-SUD PMPM (non-users)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>$41.0</td>
<td>$316.32</td>
<td>$605.17</td>
<td>$216.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Adults</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>$10.5</td>
<td>$207.57</td>
<td>$663.89</td>
<td>$321.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Children</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>$0.5</td>
<td>$418.57</td>
<td>$673.39</td>
<td>$139.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>$52.1</td>
<td>$286.67</td>
<td>$622.04</td>
<td>$202.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CY 2022 activities to address SB419 focused on gathering stakeholder feedback and refining a framework for pilot program planning and design. While additional program design and planning must be finalized prior to initiation of the pilot program, BMS has made extensive progress to date on SB419 activities. The goal of CY 2022 has been focused on learning more about requirements to create a successful and sustainable quality program, testing the receptivity of involved stakeholders, and, as part of this final assessment, proposing next steps to further refine program design.
Section II.
Status of BMS Progress on SB419 Implementation
Section II. Status of BMS Progress on SB419 Implementation

Myers and Stauffer conducted state-specific and national research, as well as extensive stakeholder engagement to inform our assessment and the development of an initial quality measure set for the pilot program. We also researched actuarial and financial impact analysis methodologies for the pilot program. Findings from this research are highlighted throughout this report. Additional information related to research and data sources utilized for this assessment are found in Appendix D: National Landscape Research.

Myers and Stauffer reviewed documentation to gain an understanding of the current SUD treatment landscape in West Virginia, including:

- **West Virginia Residential Adult Services (RAS) SUD Facility Reports.** These reports produced by BMS provide a comprehensive listing of Medicaid-approved RAS SUD facilities. Reports also include information on RAS SUD facilities by special populations, bed capacity by provider and county, and a list of pending RAS SUD facilities for Medicaid approval.

- **State of West Virginia Quality Information.** These included: West Virginia Managed Care Quality Strategy and the 2020 External Quality Review, Current Performance Improvement Project requirements, select health care effectiveness data and information set, consumer assessment of health care providers and systems, and CMS core measures for the West Virginia MCOs.

**National Research**

During interviews and Advisory Committee meetings, each MCO individually expressed having little to no experience in VBP arrangements with behavioral health and SUD providers in West Virginia. Research was subsequently conducted by Myers and Stauffer and Milliman to present BMS with strategies currently in use by other states as they implement similar SUD-focused programs. This multi-state research on approaches and national trends for SUD treatment and recovery services, care coordination, and reimbursement can be found in Appendix D: National Landscape Research.

Key findings from the research include the following state examples:

**State Example: New York Quality Incentive for MCOs**

New York emphasizes quality incentives for Medicaid managed care plans.\(^27\) The quality measures included align with the measures selected for the State’s VBP arrangements.\(^28\) The use of financial incentives has proven successful in engaging Medicaid managed care plans in developing infrastructure, programs, and resources.


\(^28\) Ibid, pg. 9
to promote high-quality care.\textsuperscript{29} Incorporating financial incentives that tie payment directly to quality is an important approach to improving the quality of care, holds health plans accountable for the care they provide, and rewards those who invest in processes that improve care.\textsuperscript{30} In 2019, these were the seven behavioral health measures that the Medicaid program in New York focused on for managed care plans that may be replicable for West Virginia:\textsuperscript{31}

- Adherence to antipsychotic medications for individuals with schizophrenia.
- Diabetes screening for people with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder who are using antipsychotic medications.
- Follow-up after discharge from the emergency department for alcohol or other drug dependence.
- Follow-up after discharge from the emergency department for mental health.
- Follow-up after hospitalization for mental illness.
- Follow-up for children newly prescribed attention deficit hyperactivity disorder medication.
- Metabolic monitoring for children and adolescents on antipsychotics.

Overall, the managed care plans are assessed on their performance in each of these measurements. If the managed care plans want to receive more incentives, they will have to provide the best possible care for the measurements listed above.

**State Example: North Dakota Section 1915(i): An Opportunity to Address Gaps in Care**

The 1915(i) State Plan home and community-based services benefit can provide an array of services to a targeted group of individuals in their home and/or community setting. North Dakota may be an example of the specificity needed to create a pilot program that incorporates the vision of SB419. Inclusion of a care coordinator to perform assessments and reassessments and assist with linkages to services for an individual appears to be in alignment with the robust post-treatment planning program sought by SB419.

North Dakota’s 1915(i)\textsuperscript{32} application provides a multitude of services to individuals with either one or more of the following diagnoses: behavioral health condition, substance abuse disorder, or brain injury. Services can be provided to eligible individuals in their own residence, in provider-owned and controlled residential locations (sober living homes, group homes, foster homes, treatment foster homes, transitional living homes), nonresidential settings, and in the community at large. Services covered under this waiver include: care coordination, training and supports for unpaid caregivers, peer support, family peer support, respite, non-medical transportation, community transition services, benefits planning services, supported education, pre-vocational training, supported employment, and housing supports.

\textsuperscript{29} Ibid, pg 9
\textsuperscript{30} Ibid, pg 9
\textsuperscript{31} Ibid, pg 9
\textsuperscript{32} https://www.behavioralhealth.nd.gov/sites/www/files/documents/1915i/ND%201915(i)%20Application.pdf
This program offers many services under the care coordination benefit. An individual may be assigned a care coordinator whose responsibilities include the following:

- Perform assessments and reassessments. Example of these activities include, but are not limited to:
  - Collecting information on the individual's data and history.
  - Addressing social determinants of health (SDOH) needs related to economic stability, education, health and health care, neighborhood and built environment, and social and community context.
  - Evaluating with individual his or her overall safety and risk including suicide risk.

- Completion of a crisis assessment and plan.
- Assistance with linkage to services including making appointments for the individual.
- Development of an initial and ongoing person-centered plan of care in collaboration with the individual and the individual's authorized representative if appropriate.

**Stakeholder Engagement Results and Accomplishments**

Myers and Stauffer developed and implemented a multi-faceted approach to obtain feedback from vested stakeholders on SB419. The purpose of stakeholder engagement was to develop an understanding of stakeholder perceptions of SB419 and to support BMS in development of the pilot program.

With support and guidance from BMS, Myers and Stauffer engaged key stakeholders, including RTC providers, the SB419 Advisory Committee, and WV MCOs. In this section, we present observations and findings from stakeholder engagement activities occurring between May and September 2022.

**RTC Survey Methodology**

- BMS, in coordination with Myers and Stauffer, developed and conducted two surveys of West Virginia RTCs in June and July 2022. Myers and Stauffer developed the survey questions as a result of preliminary feedback from the SB419 Advisory Committee and BMS. Additionally, the West Virginia Association of Health Plans provided supplemental survey questions. Additional survey methodology can be found in Appendix E: 2022 RTC Survey Methodology. Survey findings can be found in Appendix C. Key aims of the RTC surveys were to:
  - **Gauge provider interest in participating in the pilot program.** BMS is interested in understanding if RTCs are willing to participate in the pilot program.
  - **Ascertain the ability of RTCs to collect performance-based measures through use of EHR technology.** A key aspect of pilot program success will be the ability to electronically collect and report quality measures. Adoption and utilization of EHRs is significantly less common among SUD versus other mental health treatment facilities.34

---

33 The built environment includes all of the physical parts of where we live and work (e.g., homes, buildings, streets, open spaces, and infrastructure). Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: [https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/publications/factsheets/impactofthebuiltenvironmentonhealth.pdf](https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/publications/factsheets/impactofthebuiltenvironmentonhealth.pdf)

34 Stanislav Spivak, Eric C. Strain, Bernadette Cullen, An Anne E. Ruble, Denis G. Antoine, Ramin Mojtabai,
This survey aimed to understand the number of RTCs that do not have an EHR, are in the process of EHR implementation, or have implemented an EHR that is in use by the majority of staff.

- **Determine the ability of RTCs to connect patients to community-based supports.** SB419 involves the need to coordinate care for patients. The surveys aimed to determine RTC ability and anticipated barriers in connecting patients to community-based supports.

- **Gain insights from stakeholders on who is best positioned to collect and track patient data over a three-year time period.** SB419 requires the RTC to collect patient data for up to three years post-discharge. The survey inquired about the RTCs' ability to 1) collect and report the data; and 2) offer an opinion on the most appropriate party to collect patient data within the first year of the pilot program as well as subsequent years.

**RTC Survey Results**

Myers and Stauffer analyzed survey data to generate key statistics and identify overarching themes. Twenty-three of the 26 RTC providers in the State completed both surveys. Survey responses of the RTCs revealed significant technological and operational challenges in data collection and reporting. Key findings from the RTC survey are as follows in Table 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Topic</th>
<th>Summary of Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pilot Program Participation</strong></td>
<td>Ninety-three percent of RTCs reported interest in participation in the pilot program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RTCs indicated their top three challenges in SB419 pilot program participation to be administrative considerations (need to train and hire staff), difficulty contacting patient's post-discharge, and reimbursement-related concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RTC surveys revealed significant operational challenges in collecting and exchanging data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EHR Adoption</strong></td>
<td>Approximately 19 percent of RTCs reported having no EHR technology or that they are in the process of EHR implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of paper-based recordkeeping systems may result in delays in patient referrals to community-based supports and required monthly reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exchanging Patient Data</strong></td>
<td>The majority of RTCs use facsimile transmission as a primary method of exchanging patient data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nearly half of RTCs report barriers in exchanging patient data with other community providers to coordinate patient care. These barriers include, but are not limited to: concerns around patient consent and privacy, and exchanging data with community providers who may not have ways to efficiently track services provided to patients (i.e., community-based supportive housing, transportation, or employment agencies).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Topic</th>
<th>Summary of Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SDOH</strong></td>
<td>• These survey results illustrate that most RTCs are assessing for SDOH conditions and the need for future studies to explore how centers are incorporating SDOH data into the patient's treatment plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Difficulties in Contacting Patients Post-Discharge</strong></td>
<td>• SB419 requires maintaining contact and communication with patients post-discharge at specified intervals (30 days, six months, one year, two years, and three years). All survey respondents reported maintaining contact and communication with patient's post-discharge increases in difficulty the greater the time period after discharge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-Treatment Planning and Wraparound Services</strong></td>
<td>• Robust post-treatment planning, including the ability to track patients for multiple years post-discharge, is difficult or sometimes not able to be achieved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Responsible Parties to Collect SB419 Measures**  | • RTC providers indicated that they were the most ideal party to collect this data.  
• RTCs require financial resources to support the hiring of a patient navigator and staff to collect and report measures.  
• RTC providers note widespread behavioral health workforce shortages exist and are exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.                                                                                       |
| **Accessibility to Outpatient Programs**           | • All RTCs have access to outpatient programs, which will support participation in the pilot program.                                                                                                                                                                                                                       |

This invaluable RTC feedback serves to support the development of the pilot program, as well as any West Virginia future RTC initiatives requiring electronic exchange of patient information and ability to coordinate care. An important next step will be to continue to engage the RTCs in the program design processes.

**SB419 Advisory Committee**

The SB419 Advisory Committee is a multi-disciplinary committee that BMS initiated in May 2022 and is comprised of over 20 representatives from the following organizations/entities:

- BMS
- Bureau for Behavioral Health
- UniCare Health Plan of West Virginia
- Behavioral Healthcare Provider’s Association
- Aurora Project Associates
- Project Hope (Marshall Health)
- Thomas Hospital (WVU Medicine)
- ODCP
- Aetna Better Health of West Virginia
- The Health Plan of West Virginia
- Bureau for Public Health
- Prester
- Project Hope (Marshall Health)
- Westover Project Associates

Representatives were either recommended for participation by BMS or specifically named in SB419 to participate.
**Stakeholder Advisory Committee Feedback**

The SB419 Advisory Committee met on a regular basis from May to September 2022. Myers and Stauffer facilitated discussions. During the course of Advisory Committee meetings, particular areas of focus for the committee were:

- Review the SB419 bill requirements and provide feedback for BMS review.
- Evaluate the measures listed in SB419 and propose nationally-vetted quality measures for possible inclusion in the pilot program. Facilitated discussions aimed to capture, discuss, and prioritize SUD-related measures to come to consensus on measures to propose for the pilot program. The proposed initial set of measures was approved by BMS.

Each of these focus areas of the committee is described in greater detail below.

**Review SB419 Requirements**

The Advisory Committee expressed early in the meetings the need to further understand the level of program participation required for various stakeholders, including the RTCs, WV MCOs, and the ODCP, among others. The Advisory Committee discussed the below select SB419 requirements and generated important questions and comments for consideration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB419 Requirements and Key Advisory Committee Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Bureau of Medical Services shall enter into contracts with the MCOs wherein, at a minimum, 15 percent of substance use disorder residential treatment contracts for facilities providing substance use disorder treatment are paid based on performance-based measures.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ What happens if a WV MCO fails to obtain 15% of contracts for this voluntary program? Is there an associated service-level agreement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Is the expectation that this be a withhold program for provider payments or is this an add-on payment program? If the latter, is there a billing code providers can use for meeting expectations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Recommendation from one of the WV MCOs: Design and implement a program that provides differential increased reimbursement to SUD RTCs that obtain Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) certification for ASAM levels of care. The CARF certification standards will require appropriate treatment, discharge planning, and aftercare monitoring of outcomes, engagement, and member satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB419 states that pilot program participants, “[include] the use of programs that are evidence-based, research-based and supported by promising practices, in providing services to patient population, including fidelity and quality assurance provisions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Will BMS provide examples of programs it has deemed “high fidelity” as a baseline by which the WV MCO should initiate discussions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The substance use disorder residential treatment facility shall develop a robust post-treatment planning program...”^35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

^35 SB419 states that pilot program participants shall, “Develop a robust post-treatment planning program, including, but not limited to, connecting the patient population to community-based supports, otherwise known as wraparound services, to include, but not be limited to, designation of a patient navigator to assist each discharged patient with linkage to medical, substance use, and psychological treatment...”
SB419 Requirements and Key Advisory Committee Feedback

- Given that the SUD RTC is responsible for employment of a “patient navigator,” will the available rate per day be adjusted to allow enhanced payment to offset expenses of the navigator?
- Is it a requirement that all patients be contacted weekly for up to three years regardless of individual patient situations? For example, what if the patient has requested not to be contacted weekly—will the RTC provider be penalized?
- If/when the RTC provider links the patient to an outpatient center and/or primary care provider for additional needed services, is it the expectation that the RTC will still provide all the needed care coordination services?
- What happens if the RTC discharges a patient who later is admitted to another facility—which RTC is responsible for following the patient?

SB419 states that, “A MCO does not have an obligation to provide any of the information specified (measures A-F) regarding a patient if that patient ceases to be an enrolled member of that particular MCO.”

- It is not clear how ‘managed care organization’ is defined in SB419. An example would be: is Mountain Health Promise membership required to participate?
- If the WV MCO remains obligated to pay for a member post-disenrollment, yet the RTC provider is meeting reporting requirements, are there issues with CFR Part 2 and exchange of protected health information (PHI) with an entity that is no longer responsible for member?

SB419 states that pilot program participants report on SB419 measures A-F (whether the patient is drug-free, has housing, or is employed) as well as measures determined to be appropriate by the Advisory Committee. Certain measures will be collected for a period of time up to three years.

- Is the expectation that the RTCs will follow participants for the entire three-year period or perform a warm hand-off after discharge to an outpatient behavioral health provider?
- How is asking if a patient has housing and employment assessing RTC performance? If the patient answers “No” to not having housing, is this considered not meeting the performance, and therefore, not payable?
- What are the negatives if the provider does not meet the measure benchmark? They would have to bring on more resources to operationalize the new contract requirements. If they do not get anything or a penalty, it would be a substantial cost to the RTC.
- Are RTC providers the most ideal party to collect patient data up to three years post-discharge?
- Once SB419 measures are reported, what is done with the data and how will the data be used?

services; assistance with job placement; weekly communication regarding status for up to three years; and assistance with housing and transportation.”
Review and Propose SB419 Quality Measures

SB419 prescribes several performance-based measures. RTC survey respondents were asked to define certain terms used in the SB419 measures, including substance-free, employed, housing, and transportation. The aim of this survey question was to allow RTCs the opportunity to review the terms, supply definitions currently used by RTC providers, and propose a method for collecting information or data related to the terms if not currently being collected. Survey results indicated a wide variability in the definition of SB419 measure terms, as well as multiple methods for collecting data related to the measures.

Preliminary survey results were presented to the Advisory Committee, which agreed that the SB419 measures, as written, are not measureable and may not be suitable to pursue. The committee agreed to explore alternate measures to implement for the pilot program.

Myers and Stauffer performed a comprehensive review of measures related to SUD and developed a draft set of 15 measures to present to the committee (Appendix A). To identify this measure set, Myers and Stauffer focused on the following:

- **Current measures collected in West Virginia.** Myers and Stauffer evaluated measures West Virginia currently collects to determine value in adding each measure as a performance indicator for SB419.
- **Claim-based measures.** Myers and Stauffer evaluated measures that can be developed by the State or WV MCOs based on claims data. Claims data can often be more easily available to the State than data extracted from EHRs and can provide valuable insights to the encounters individuals have across the health care continuum. Additionally, measure data available from claims can likely be reported by the WV MCOs, lessening the burden to the RTC providers. This may be appealing to RTCs that may be apprehensive to participate in the pilot program.
- **National Quality Forum (NQF)-endorsed measures.** The benefits of using measures that are endorsed by the NQF is that they have been reviewed against a series of rigorous criteria to ensure they address critical aspects of care, are practical to collect, provide reliable information, and can be used for quality improvement and decision-making. We reviewed and identified NQF-endorsed measures that are applicable to the pilot program.
- **Medicaid adult core behavioral health measures.** The Substance Use Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment for Patients and Communities (SUPPORT) Act legislation requires, starting in 2024, all State Medicaid programs annually report on the adult core behavioral health measures. As West Virginia will be required to report these measures in the near term, Myers and Stauffer reviewed them to determine if any would be applicable to include for the monitoring and evaluation of the pilot program.
- **Structural, process, outcome, and balancing measures.** The use of a variety of measure types (Table 11) for evaluation will better enable BMS to track how the pilot program has impacted

---

36 Senate Bill 419, West Virginia Legislature, 2022 Regular Session, Passed March 7, 2022, retrieved from: SB419 SUB1 ENR.pdf (wvlegislature.gov).

long-term patient outcomes. All the measures listed in SB419 are process-based, meaning they evaluate if a task is completed. While capturing and tracking this data is important, it is also important to understand overall outcomes. To this end, Myers and Stauffer reviewed structural, outcome, and balancing measures to include as proposed measures.

Table 11. Measure Types and Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Types and Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural measures assess the capacity, systems, and processes of a single provider, or a system of providers required to provide high-quality care. Example: The capacity to use electronic medical records to monitor data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process measures review whether a particular action took place to maintain or improve health outcomes based on generally accepted clinical practice guidelines. Example: The percentage of people receiving SUD services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome measures evaluate the quality or cost impact of a health care service or intervention. Example: Increase in individual’s knowledge, skill, and confidence for managing their health and health care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Balancing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing measures explore looking at the health care system from different directions or dimensions to ensure changes made in one area do not cause new problems in another. Example: Readmission rates comparing pre and post a length of stay reduction intervention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selection of the initial SB419 pilot program proposed quality measure set was an iterative, highly collaborative process utilizing extensive stakeholder engagement.

The Advisory Committee determined a focus on outcome measures may be more appropriate for this pilot program than the process-oriented measures outlined in SB419. The committee voted on the 15 identified measures (Appendix A) and narrowed the measures to include four recommended measures for pilot program inclusion (Table 12). Proposed measures were discussed individually by the committee and required greater than 80 percent of Advisory Committee member votes for inclusion. In addition, the Advisory Committee requested an additional measure(s) in PY 2 be included to focus on connecting a patient with a primary care provider for health care screening and physical health services prior to discharge from residential care.

Table 12. Initial Proposed Measures for SB419 Pilot Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Measure Title</th>
<th>NQF#</th>
<th>Measure Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Continuity of Care After Medically Managed Withdrawal from Alcohol and/or Drugs</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>Percentage of discharges from a medically managed withdrawal episode for adult Medicaid members, ages 18 to 64, who were followed by a treatment service for SUD (including the prescription or receipt of a medication to treat a SUD [pharmacotherapy]) within seven or 14 days after discharge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Continuity of Care after Inpatient or Residential Treatment for SUD</td>
<td>3453</td>
<td>Percentage of discharges from inpatient or residential treatment for SUD for Medicaid members, ages 18 to 64, which were followed by a treatment service for SUD.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Measure Title</th>
<th>NQF#</th>
<th>Measure Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SDOH Need Screening and Intervention</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Percentage of members who were screened, using pre-specified instruments, at least once during the measurement period for SDOH (unmet food, housing, and transportation needs, etc.) and received a corresponding intervention if they screened positive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Follow Up After High-Intensity Care for SUD (FUI)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Percentage of acute inpatient hospitalizations, residential treatment, or detoxification visits for a diagnosis of SUD among members 13 years of age and older that result in a follow-up visit or service for SUD. Two rates are reported: Rate #1: The percentage of visits or discharges for which the member received follow-up for SUD within the 30 days after the visit or discharge. Rate #2: The percentage of visits or discharges for which the member received follow-up for SUD within the seven days after the visit or discharge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identified next steps are as follows:

- There is acknowledgement that as the pilot program design is finalized, additional measures will be added, as needed, to the inventory to support comprehensive monitoring and oversight.
- The Advisory Committee needs to determine who will collect and report on the final measure set.

WV MCO Interviews

BMS and Myers and Stauffer engaged the WV MCOs in one-on-one and group interviews to gain their insights on: 1) the areas of opportunity and potential limitations in the SB419 pilot program design; and 2) the operational requirements for SB419 implementation. The WV MCOs also provided supplementary feedback as members of the SB419 Advisory Committee. WV Key MCO feedback is as follows:

- **Pilot Program Design.** Primary WV MCO concerns regarding SB419 revolved around clarity of the design and methodology outlined in the bill, especially regarding payment structure. For example, one WV MCO suggested the program requires performance-based contracting, while others suggested the program must be structured as pay-for-reporting.

- **RTC Participation.** WV MCOs raised concerns that providers may not voluntarily participate solely based on the vague performance-based measures required. WV MCOs discussed the SB419 measures may have unintended consequences such as selection by the RTCs of healthier patients for participation in the pilot program.

- **Measure Collection and Reporting.** The WV MCOs were unanimous in their suggestions to utilize standardized instruments for data collection and reporting. WV MCOs expressed a need for understanding data validation processes and procedures for data collection and reporting by the ODCP.

- **Interaction with Other Programs.** One WV MCO discussed the need for BMS and the Advisory Committee to determine how SB419 measure collection may interact with other models of care,
such as the Center of Excellence for Addiction Medicine model,\textsuperscript{39} established by Marshall University.

- **Privacy and Confidentiality.** All WV MCOs noted challenges related to CFR Part 2 and exchange of PHI with entities that are no longer responsible for member care or tracking.

The identified step is as follows:

- The Advisory Committee should revisit WV MCO feedback as they work to develop next steps for program design and implementation.

**CMS Engagement**

At BMS’ request, BerryDunn, a contractor with the State of West Virginia, consulted with CMS to review the requirements of SB419 related to PBP design and provide direction on required federal authority. During these conversations with CMS in June and July 2022, they determined that no amendment to the current 1115 waiver is required per federal regulations; however, alternative approaches were likely more appropriate for BMS to pursue. The CMS Division of Managed Care Policy indicated that CMS supports the State’s quality improvement objectives related to the intentions of SB419.\textsuperscript{40} At the State’s request, CMS offered two options for consideration for implementing VBPs in a minimum of 15 percent of SUD residential treatment facilities. At a high level:

- If the State’s 1115 waiver has authority for SUD residential services, the State could submit an SDP pre-print, pursuant to 42 CFR § 438.6(c), for prior approval and include the payment arrangement in the MCO contract. This authority provides States with the flexibility to implement delivery system and provider payment initiatives under Medicaid contracts with MCOs, PIHPs, or PAHPs.
- In the alternative, the State may structure the program as an MCO quality incentive or withhold VBP arrangement. This approach would require an amendment to existing MCO contracts, as well as subsequent review and approval by CMS.

**Actuarial and Fiscal Activities**

The actuarial and fiscal impact approach included a careful examination of SB419 language and discussions with CMS in an attempt to determine the estimated impact of SB419 on services and administrative costs under the pilot program. SB419 requires an actuarial report due to the LOCHHRA by January 15, 2023. Given the pilot has not yet started and the program design is not yet determined, such a report detailing those outcomes is premature. The actuarial analysis for PY 1 will focus on a baseline assessment of costs for the SUD population to allow an evaluation of the program impact in future years.

After comprehensive evaluation of the requirements and provisions within SB419, the bill does not provide sufficient information or clarity around the pilot program methodology and approach to provide an estimated fiscal impact for services and associated administrative costs. Estimating fiscal impact,

\textsuperscript{39} https://www.marshall.edu/coefr/.

\textsuperscript{40} CMS Division of Managed Care Policy. Guidance provided to West Virginia on June 14, 2022.
particularly the impact associated with capitation payments to the WV MCOs would require: 1) clearly defined performance-based metrics, targeted metric values, and measurement methods; and 2) applicable populations and services.

The full program design, including the information noted, would inform the additional costs of the program including incentives and required resources by the providers, as well as potential take-up rates for a voluntary program. Successful achievement of the performance metrics would inform potential related offsets, such as reduced medical expenses for members.

Additional considerations in determining the fiscal impact include:

- Near term and future impact for the multiple stakeholder groups including BMS, WV MCOs, and participating providers.
- Tolerance level and burden to WV MCOs and providers (e.g., ability to add new staff or possibility of technological upgrades within the confines of existing budgets).
- Financial resources required by RTCs to support hiring of a patient navigator and staff to collect and report measures.
- Payment reimbursement model impact (if any) on the capitation rates, including provider incentive payments.
- Attribution model design and potential effects on WV MCOs and providers.

In Table 13 below, we have outlined the known activities and potential cost considerations.

### Table 13. SB419 Key Activities and Potential Cost Considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hire full-time BMS employee</td>
<td>Will monitor the SUD residential treatment facility’s compliance with required reporting, contracts executed under the SB, and support the Advisory Committee.</td>
<td>Our understanding is that this position is not yet hired.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire staff analyst (not addressed in SB 419)</td>
<td>Will support data analysis and reporting.</td>
<td>Our understanding is that this position is not yet hired. Recommended to help support analyses, but is not specifically authorized under SB419.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Research and analysis of SUD PBP program | • Clinical review of performance and outcome metrics.  
• Analysis of best practices from other states/payers.  
• Review of PBP methodology options. | This process is ongoing, but incomplete. Additional work may be required depending on additional legislative direction. |
| Development of SUD PBP Advisory Committee | • Support the configuration of the Advisory Committee and selection of participants.  
• Development of the governance structure and charter.  
• Onboarding of participants. | This process is ongoing, but incomplete. Additional work may be required depending on additional legislative direction. |
| Design SUD PBP                  | • Conduct stakeholder engagement.  
• Selection of performance measures.  
• Establish baseline for metrics selected. | This process is ongoing, but incomplete. Additional work may be required              |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assess system(s) to measure performance and appropriateness for implementing the SUD PBP program.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Document program requirements, reporting, processes, etc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>depending on additional legislative direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analyze impact to existing waiver</strong></td>
<td><strong>Assess the alignment of the SUD PBP program with the existing waiver.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Identify any risk to budget neutrality or assessment of the waiver’s original intent.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Identify areas of the existing waiver that are impacted and strategy to amend without jeopardizing the existing waiver or federal funds.</strong></td>
<td>At this time, our understanding is that the existing waiver does not need to be amended. However, that may change given additional legislative direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amend existing waiver</strong></td>
<td>Necessary updates to the waiver to support SUD PBP.</td>
<td>At this time, our understanding is that the existing waiver does not need to be amended. However, that may change given additional legislative direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support public transparency process</strong></td>
<td><strong>Draft concept documents.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Support public feedback/response period.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Prepare summary of public input for CMS.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Conduct all activities consistent with federal requirements.</strong></td>
<td>This process is ongoing, but incomplete. Additional work may be required depending on additional legislative direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assess impact on MCO rates and perform actuarial update to rates</strong></td>
<td><strong>Require actuarial assessment, revision of rates, and other considerations.</strong></td>
<td>The impact to rates should include at least the following considerations:&lt;br&gt;• Provider and MCO uptake (i.e., how many providers agree to VBP arrangements with each MCO).&lt;br&gt;• The scope of the arrangements (i.e., the size of the payment and the populations and services covered).&lt;br&gt;• The expected success rate of providers in achieving the benchmarks required to earn the payment.&lt;br&gt;• Expected savings attributable to better management of care achieved through the VBPs.&lt;br&gt;Note that there may be additional costs or savings to BMS that are not covered under managed care. Pharmacy and opioid treatment prevention services, which are covered through FFS, may also be impacted by the SUD VBP program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amend MCO contract and negotiate MCO contract</strong></td>
<td><strong>Draft MCO contract update language.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Meet with WV MCOs and negotiate contract language, operational parameters, rates, etc.</strong></td>
<td>The costs associated with MCO contract changes will depend on the recommended measures and the final requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Cost Considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amendment with WV MCOs and CMS</td>
<td>• Potential need to develop SDPs with CMS approval required.</td>
<td>The costs associated with implementation will depend on the recommended measures and the final requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| SUD VBP Implementation | • Develop provider education on rules of engagement, expectations, etc.  
• Assess provider, MCO, and State readiness for go-live.  
• Develop a template for SUD residential treatment facility monthly reporting on performance-based metrics for the ODCP.  
• Provide technical assistance during implementation and post-implementation period. | |
| Conduct annual assessment and reporting (three assessments; one per year) | Develop annual report including actuarial and operational assessment if the program is meeting its intended outcomes, recommendations for course corrections, and supporting presentation of the report. | The costs associated with the annual report will depend on the recommended measures and the final requirements. |
Section III. Recommendations for Pilot Program
Section III. Recommendations for Pilot Program Development

West Virginia is committed to building a sustainable health care delivery system for SUD treatment and recovery services. This is evidenced by West Virginia’s efforts to maintain and expand its 1115 SUD waiver, add medication-assisted treatment to the State Plan in compliance with SUPPORT Act requirements, support ongoing work to design a certified community behavioral health clinic model of care, and recently the passage of SB419. While SB419 is an important step forward for West Virginia, the findings from Myers and Stauffer’s assessment indicate there is more work ahead in program design to ensure successful program implementation.

In order to plan, implement, and evaluate an effective pilot program, BMS must have a solid foundation in place to guide its work. The Advisory Committee, with support from BMS, has made significant progress in moving the pilot program forward by analyzing and providing insights on many aspects of the bill, as well as selecting four measures to assess program outcomes. To continue to build on the Advisory Committee’s progress, Myers and Stauffer provides the below recommendations for BMS to consider in its planning, implementation, and ongoing evaluation and monitoring for the pilot program. These recommended next steps are based on research of best practices and an understanding of the challenges and opportunities of SB419 as identified by stakeholders. These steps set a foundation for BMS to consider alternative methodologies to achieve the intention of SB419 which is better outcomes for individuals with SUD.

Program Design

Further development of the pilot program is a multi-step process. The first stage for addressing the requirements of SB419 is developing a comprehensive design of the pilot program. While BMS has initiated the Advisory Committee and other program design activities, Myers and Stauffer recommends a more detailed structure moving forward. The items presented below represent the needed future actions to create a shared vision which can provide direction and support of decision makers, identify key stakeholders to perform the activities required by the program, and establish parameters in which the stakeholders must work. Based on stakeholder feedback and the amount of work to be accomplished at hand, Myers and Stauffer recommends the following activities:

- **Establish Program Governance.** The Advisory Committee is currently responsible for determining the best practices for and refinement of the pilot program, developing performance-based metrics, and evaluating the pilot annually to recommend necessary adjustments. While this committee is working diligently to complete its assigned objectives, there are many detailed foundational questions about the pilot program that need to be addressed. Based on this finding, Myers and Stauffer recommends BMS create a project governance plan, modify the role of the Advisory Committee, and create workgroups to focus on key areas, including provider clinical workflows, reimbursement, and quality monitoring and oversight.

- **Create a Project Governance Plan.** The Project Governance Plan should act as the source document for the pilot program development process to document project team members’ roles and responsibilities.
Program Management. BMS is responsible for overall program management services including setting the agendas and creating work materials for the Advisory Committee meetings. BMS is also be responsible for producing the draft program design, and creating the project plan.

- Develop a project plan. A project plan should be created by BMS to document and guide the design and implementation process including: objectives required to meet the identified priorities, detailed actions to address the objectives measures to track progress, stakeholders responsible for implementing the program steps, timeline/due dates for completion, creation of key performance indicators (such as quality measures) and potential challenges to completing the plan and how to address them.

Modify the Role for the SB419 Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee is currently the only working group supporting implementation of SB419. While this group has made gains, additional subject matter expertise is needed to support continued onward momentum. Moving forward, the role of the Advisory Committee should be focused on the following:

- Establish the program vision. The vision statement must be meaningful and set a clear direction on what needs to be accomplished to achieve success. The vision should ideally describe what the State wants to achieve through the pilot program and serve as a point of reference for stakeholders.

- Identify goals. Agreed-upon measureable goals should be created to support the work of assigned workgroups to further establish the objectives, specific strategies, and tactics with action steps.

- Develop program design. The Advisory Committee should be responsible for all designing features of the program that are outside of the expertise of the proposed pilot program planning workgroups (discussed further below). The Advisory Committee would complete this work with support from the CMS contractor and engage stakeholders as needed.

- Provide oversight for the planning and implementation for the pilot program. Responsibility for the global planning and implementation of the pilot program should fall to the Advisory Committee.

- Provide updates to executive leadership. This committee should have decision-making authority for the pilot program and is responsible to make recommendations to BMS.

- Create pilot program planning workgroups. Myers and Stauffer recommends, based on feedback from the Advisory Committee and further evaluation of SB419, creation of workgroups at the direction of the Advisory Committee to focus on key areas including provider clinical workflows, reimbursement, and quality monitoring and oversight. Workgroup recommendations will be presented to the Advisory Committee for review and approval.

Perform Stakeholder Engagement Activities. Workgroups should build upon previous stakeholder engagement activities to further support the development of the pilot program. Stakeholder engagement must occur as the pilot program is further developed and at the direction of the advisory committee. Activities include:
• **Outreach to and include members and member advocates.** This stakeholder group can provide invaluable insights on pilot program design to be relevant to the culture of the members and their families. The Advisory Committee felt that when the program is more fully designed to solicit member input on the following:
  - What services would members like to receive?
  - Where would members like to receive treatment?
  - How would members like to access treatment? Is treatment available in the member’s area?
  - What does culturally and linguistically competent treatment look like?

• **Outreach to and include outpatient SUD providers.** These providers have a wealth of knowledge and experience in the long-term management, including care coordination, of individuals with SUD. Consideration should be given to engaging these providers to share in best practices and lessons learned once a strong menu of program interventions have been proposed for further evaluation.

• **Expand outreach to the RTC provider community.** The Advisory Committee currently does not include all RTC providers such as representatives from small, medium, and large-sized facilities located in rural and urban regions. Thought should be given regarding how to appropriately engage this provider group moving forward. Potential avenues include, but may not be limited to, regular email communications, town hall discussions, committee membership, and additional surveys.

• **Assess provider participation willingness.** As indicated earlier within this report, outreach has been conducted with RTC providers to assess their willingness to participate in SB419. Further outreach will be conducted with SUD providers once program scope is clearly defined to assess for specific barriers to participation in the pilot program.

♦ **Define the Program Elements.** Further assess the current design of the pilot program to determine where there are opportunities and challenges including:

  • **Participant roles and responsibilities.** Stakeholder engagement efforts concluded that participant roles and responsibilities can be further clarified as part of program design. For example, determinations need to be made as to what entities (the RTC or MCO) would be responsible for measure collection and reporting.

  • **Care coordination activities.** Based on the current plan, RTCs assume all ownership in providing care coordination services. As this is not a current day-to-day responsibility for RTCs, further discussions by the workgroups must include:
    - Role for CMHCs and other behavioral health providers in the pilot.
    - Expectations for the level of services required to be offered. As care coordination services are the cornerstone of the pilot program, they must be concretely defined.
• **Review of SUD VBP strategies occurring within the national health care landscape.**

BMS should explore including pilot program components that are evidence-based and supported by promising practices in providing services to the SUD patient population. Examples of materials to support upcoming Advisory Committee meetings can be found in *Appendix D: National Landscape Research*, which includes, but is not limited to recommendations, such as opportunities for BMS to consult with the states of California, New York, North Dakota and others to determine the success of their SUD programs and learn of any outcome available as a result of these efforts.

• **Understand administrative and financial risk considerations.** As program design progresses, BMS will need to continually consider administrative and financial risks of decisions being made.

  ◦ **Use of incentives.** The roles and responsibilities of all invested stakeholders in the incentive payment process should be well-defined and understood. When designing the processes for achieving an incentive payment, workgroups must take into account several factors, including:
    • Potential for downside risk.
    • Timing of payments.
    • Setting benchmarks.
    • Unintended consequences such as cherry-picking of members, increased administrative burden leads to decrease in time spent with member, etc.

• **Data collection, reporting, and analysis of results.** Workgroups determine the appropriateness of who will be responsible to collect, report, and analyze data. In determining these roles, workgroups must be well-informed on each stakeholder’s capacity to perform these tasks.

• **Consider federal authority requirements.** Often during program design processes, design elements are considered that require specific federal authority. While CMS has provided input on federal authority based on review of SB419 requirements, additional considerations may be needed as the more comprehensive program design is completed.

• **Consider fiscal impact(s).** Following completion of the program design, the reimbursement workgroup (with support from the State’s contractor) should document and determine understood near-term and future impact for the multiple stakeholder groups including BMS, WV MCOs, and participating providers including:
  • Tolerance level and potential financial burden (hiring of a patient navigator and staff to collect and report measures) for providers.
  • Payment reimbursement model impact (if any) on capitation rates.
  • Attribution model design and potential effects on WV MCOs and providers.

• **Evaluation.** Planning for evaluation should be part of the design process by developing a framework that includes rigorous fidelity and quality assurance provisions.
Upon completion of these steps and once all feedback has been incorporated, the State, with support from its contractors, will finalize a draft pilot program design.

**Program Implementation**

For the purposes of this report, Myers and Stauffer is defining program implementation as activities that occur after operations begin and members are in the process of being served by the pilot program. Carrying out the planning and goals of the pilot program through implementation includes the following steps that will performed by BMS and/or their contractor(s). BMS will also ensure vested stakeholders are made aware of progress during program implementation.

- **Assess the project plan.** Identify and prioritize the tasks that need to be completed. Ensure all stakeholders are aware of their respective roles and responsibilities during implementation.

- **Execute the plan.** Put the plan into action by identifying the pilot program population and working with participants to identify any issues with the program that may exist.

- **Analyze program data.** The ongoing assessment of the pilot program is an iterative process, designed to inform stakeholders on program outcomes over the course of the program. Data results will support evaluation of the pilot program. Available data for team members to analyze should include, at a minimum, outcomes-based, actuarial, and fiscal impact data.

- **Gather feedback.** Determine whether the implementation strategies were carried out as planned, and if adequate resources were available to carry out the pilot program. Collect feedback from participants in the pilot program to understand where early strengths and opportunities lay.

- **Make changes as needed.** BMS will apply an evaluation-based decision-making model to collectively consider changes to relevant policies, provider education and training, and the payment model as needed. Key performance indicators and stakeholder feedback are just two examples of data collected when considering if changes to the pilot program are needed.
Section IV: Conclusion
Section IV: Conclusion

The SB419 final assessment may be used as a resource for West Virginia BMS in developing an understanding of RTC ability to collect and report on quality measures as the State works to make advancements in SUD community-based recovery supports. As detailed in this document, SB419 initiates a well-intended program; however, the pilot presents challenges that must be addressed prior to successful implementation. BMS and stakeholders believe that a thoughtful, transparent process is necessary to develop a comprehensive program design that will have the potential to achieve success. Realization of true outcomes may require several years after program implementation to accomplish.
Appendices

Appendix A: Senate Bill 419 Advisory Committee Members

The Senate Bill (SB) 419 Advisory Committee is comprised of over 20 representatives from the Bureau for Medical Services (BMS), the Office of Drug Control Policy, the Bureau for Behavioral Health, Aetna Better Health of West Virginia, UniCare Health Plan of West Virginia, the Health Plan of West Virginia, the West Virginia Bureau for Public Health, West Virginia Behavioral Healthcare Providers Association, and several residential treatment center (RTC) provider organizations, including: Aurora Project Associates, Prestera, Project Hope (Marshall Health), St. Joseph Recovery Center, Thomas Hospital (West Virginia University [WVU] Medicine), and Westover Project Associates. Table 14 lists the organization and representative information.

Table 14: SB419 Advisory Committee Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keith King, Chair</td>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
<td>Program Manager, 1115 Waiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Parsons</td>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
<td>Program Manager, Behavioral Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keli Mallory</td>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
<td>Grants Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Hall</td>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
<td>Chief, Medicaid Managed Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designee: Anita Ferguson</td>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
<td>Operations Director, Medicaid Managed Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy Carpenter</td>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
<td>Chief Financial Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Matthew Christiansen</td>
<td>Office of Drug Control Policy (ODCP)</td>
<td>Director, Office of Drug Control Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Didden</td>
<td>Bureau for Public Health</td>
<td>Medical Director of Overdose Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Alston</td>
<td>Bureau for Behavioral Health</td>
<td>Director, Behavioral Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Sanders</td>
<td>Bureau for Behavioral Health</td>
<td>State of WV Interstate Compact Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recovery Supports Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lora Dunn-Miller</td>
<td>MCO, Aetna Better Health of West Virginia</td>
<td>Behavioral Health Clinical Program Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designee: Todd White</td>
<td>MCO, Aetna Better Health of West Virginia</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Kelly</td>
<td>MCO, The Health Plan</td>
<td>Clinical Psychologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designee: Jeff Wiseman</td>
<td>MCO, The Health Plan</td>
<td>Director, MHT Compliance and Outreach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Jorge Cortina</td>
<td>MCO, UniCare of West Virginia</td>
<td>Medical Director for Behavioral Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designee: Tanya Ford</td>
<td>MCO, UniCare of West Virginia</td>
<td>WV UM Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Drennen</td>
<td>West Virginia Behavioral Healthcare Providers</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designee: Joe Deegan</td>
<td>West Virginia Behavioral Healthcare Providers Association</td>
<td>President Elect; Business Development Liaison at Thomas Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Welsh</td>
<td>Project Hope (Marshall)</td>
<td>Associate Director of Operations, Division of Addiction Sciences Department of Family &amp; Community Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Miller</td>
<td>Thomas Hospital</td>
<td>Director for Behavioral Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Zappia</td>
<td>Prestera</td>
<td>President and CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Meadows</td>
<td>St. Joseph Recovery Center</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designee: Jordan Granus</td>
<td>St. Joseph Recovery Center</td>
<td>Program Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Sullivan</td>
<td>Ascension, RS</td>
<td>Regional Director of Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designee: Jason Batten</td>
<td>Ascension, RS</td>
<td>Regulatory Compliance Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Measurement Polling Results

The SB419 Advisory Committee was created to establish performance-based measures for which RTC payments are based in the pilot program. The Advisory Committee discussed many quality measures that may be applicable to the pilot program between May and September 2022. On September 1, 2022, the committee voted on 15 proposed measures indicated in Table 15.

Polling results in Table 15 include the 15 initial measures discussed by the committee for inclusion in Year 1 of the pilot program. For reference, the National Quality Forum (NQF) number (if applicable) is provided, followed by a brief measure description, and the Advisory Committee member voting percentage. Highlighted in green are voting percentages greater than 80 percent. Highlighted in yellow are measures resulting in less than half of the voting members selecting the measure. Members selecting overwhelmingly no to measure inclusion are highlighted in red.

After deliberation during the September 8, 2022 Advisory Committee meeting, the committee selected four proposed measures to be collected in Year 1 of the pilot program. The final list of Year 1 pilot program proposed quality measures is presented on page 31.

Table 15. Proposed Quality Measures for Year 1 of the SB419 Pilot Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Measure Title</th>
<th>NQF#</th>
<th>Measure Description</th>
<th>Percentage Voting Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initiation and Engagement of Substance Use Disorder (SUD) Treatment (IET)</td>
<td>0004</td>
<td>This measure assesses the degree to which the organization initiates and engages members identified with a need for SUD services and the degree to which members initiate and continue treatment once the need has been identified.</td>
<td>81.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Follow-Up After Emergency Department (ED) Visit for Substance Use</td>
<td>3488</td>
<td>The percentage of ED visits for members 13 years of age and older with a principal diagnosis of SUD, who had a follow-up visit for SUD.</td>
<td>63.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Use of Pharmacotherapy for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD)</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>The percentage of Medicaid beneficiaries ages 18 to 64 with an OUD who filled a prescription for or were administered or dispensed a Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved medication for the disorder during the measure year.</td>
<td>72.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Depression Assessment with Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ)-9/ PHQ – 9M</td>
<td>0712</td>
<td>Adult patients age 18 and older with the diagnosis of major depression or dysthymia who have a PHQ-9 tool administered at least once during the four month measurement period. The PHQ-9 tool is a widely accepted, standardized tool that is completed by the patient, ideally at each visit, and utilized by the provider to monitor treatment progress.</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The National Quality Forum sets standards and endorses measures considered to be the highest standard for healthcare measurement in the United States. For additional information, visit: https://www.qualityforum.org/what_we_do.aspx.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Measure Title</th>
<th>NQF#</th>
<th>Measure Description</th>
<th>Percentage Voting Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Depression Remission at Six Months</td>
<td>0711</td>
<td>Adult patients age 18 and older with major depression or dysthymia and an initial PHQ-9 score &gt;9 who demonstrate remission at six months defined as a PHQ-9 score less than 5. This measure applies to both patients with newly-diagnosed and existing depression whose current PHQ-9 score indicates a need for treatment. This measure additionally promotes ongoing contact between the patient and provider as patients who do not have a follow-up PHQ-9 score at six months (+/- 30 days) are also included in the denominator.</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Depression Remission at 12 Months</td>
<td>0710e</td>
<td>Adult patients age 18 and older with major depression or dysthymia and an initial PHQ-9 score &gt;9 who demonstrate remission at 12 months defined as a PHQ-9 score less than 5. This measure applies to both patients with newly diagnosed and existing depression whose current PHQ-9 score indicates a need for treatment. This measure additionally promotes ongoing contact between the patient and provider as patients who do not have a follow-up PHQ-9 score at 12 months (+/- 30 days) are also included in the denominator.</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Depression Response at Six Months – Progress Towards Remission</td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>Adult patients age 18 and older with major depression or dysthymia and an initial PHQ-9 score &gt;9 who demonstrate a response to treatment at six months defined as a PHQ-9 score that is reduced by 50% or greater from the initial PHQ-9 score.</td>
<td>45.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Depression Response at 12 Months – Progress Towards Remission</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>Adult patients age 18 and older with major depression or dysthymia and an initial PHQ-9 score &gt;9 who demonstrate a response to treatment at 12 months defined as a PHQ-9 score that is reduced by 50% or greater from the initial PHQ-9 score.</td>
<td>54.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Gains in Patient Activation Measure (PAM)® Scores at 12 Months</td>
<td>2483</td>
<td>The PAM is a 10 or 13 item questionnaire that assesses an individual’s knowledge, skill, and confidence for managing their health and health care.</td>
<td>54.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Use of Opioids from Multiple Providers and At a High Dosage in Persons Without Cancer</td>
<td>2951</td>
<td>The proportion (XX out of 1,000) of individuals without cancer receiving prescriptions for opioids with a daily dosage greater than 120mg morphine equivalent dose for 90 consecutive days or longer, AND who received opioid prescriptions from four or more prescribers AND four or more pharmacies.</td>
<td>45.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Measure Title</td>
<td>NQF#</td>
<td>Measure Description</td>
<td>Percentage Voting Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Continuity of Care After Medically-Managed Withdrawal from Alcohol and/or Drugs</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>Percentage of discharges from a medically-managed withdrawal episode for adult Medicaid beneficiaries, ages 18 to 64, that were followed by a treatment service for SUD (including the prescription or receipt of a medication to treat a SUD [pharmacotherapy]) within seven to 14 days after discharge.</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Continuity of Care after Inpatient or Residential Treatment for SUD</td>
<td>3453</td>
<td>Percentage of discharges from inpatient or residential treatment for SUD for Medicaid beneficiaries, ages 18 to 64, which were followed by a treatment service for SUD.</td>
<td>81.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Depression Screening and Follow-Up for Adolescents and Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td>The percentage of members 12 years of age and older who were screened for clinical depression using a standardized instrument and, if screened positive, received follow-up care.</td>
<td>64.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Social Determinants of Health (SDOH) Need Screening and Intervention</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>The percentage of members who were screened, using pre-specified instruments, at least once during the measurement period for SDOH (unmet food, housing, and transportation needs etc.) and received a corresponding intervention if they screened positive.</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Follow Up After High-Intensity Care for SUD</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>The percentage of acute inpatient hospitalizations, residential treatment, or detoxification visits for a diagnosis of SUD among members 13 years of age and older that result in a follow-up visit or service for SUD. Two rates are reported: Rate #1: The percentage of visits or discharges for which the member received follow-up for SUD within 30 days after the visit or discharge. Rate #2: The percentage of visits or discharges for which the member received follow-up for SUD within seven days after the visit or discharge.</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C: 2022 RTC Survey Results

BMS, in coordination with Myers and Stauffer, developed and conducted two surveys of West Virginia RTCs in June and July 2022 to gain an understanding of the capabilities of the RTCs to participate in the SB419 pilot program. A total of 23 out of 26 providers (88 percent) completed both the June and July RTC surveys.

Myers and Stauffer analyzed RTC survey data to generate key statistics and identify overarching themes. Eight key focus areas emerged as a result of the survey and are further detailed in the narrative below:

1. Electronic Health Record (EHR) Technology Adoption and Implementation.
2. Use of Health Information Exchange (HIE).
3. SDOH.
4. Difficulty in Contacting Patients Post-Discharge.
5. Post-Treatment Planning and Wraparound Services.
6. Responsible Parties to Collect SB419 Measures.
7. Accessibility to Outpatient Programs.
8. Pilot Program Participation.

The SB419 Advisory Committee also reviewed RTC survey results in an attempt to shape their understanding of RTC ability to collect and report on required quality measures. The Advisory Committee feedback is presented where applicable, in this Appendix.

This invaluable feedback from the RTCs provides insight into RTC ability to participate in the pilot program and serves as a foundation for the development of future RTC initiatives requiring electronic exchange of patient information and ability to coordinate care.

1. Electronic Health Record Technology Adoption and Implementation

A key aspect of pilot program success is the ability to electronically collect and report quality measures. EHRs are real-time, patient-centered records that make information available instantly and securely to authorized users. EHR systems are often built to go beyond standard clinical data and include a broader view of patient care, including but not limited to: billing, quality management, outcome reporting, and public health surveillance.42 Though previous federal funding to adopt EHRs was available for certain provider types, the opportunity excluded most mental and behavioral health and other types of providers and treatment facilities from participating.43 Data from 2021 shows that

_____________________

adoption and utilization of EHRs is significantly less common among SUD versus other mental health treatment facilities.\textsuperscript{44}

The RTC survey aimed to understand the number of RTCs that do not have an EHR, are in the process of EHR implementation, or have implemented an EHR that is in use by the majority of staff. RTC survey results indicate that of 23 RTC providers, 18 RTC providers have implemented an EHR and the technology is in use by the majority of staff. Conversely, five RTC providers, or 19 percent\textsuperscript{45} do not have an EHR or are in the process of implementation (Table 15). These five RTC providers treated over 1,500 members in calendar year 2021, presumably with paper-based recordkeeping or other non-electronic recordkeeping systems.\textsuperscript{46} RTCs located in rural counties are more likely to be in the process of EHR implementation or do not have plans to implement in the near future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTC Provider</th>
<th>Center Name and ASAM Level</th>
<th>EHR Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Appalachian Behavioral Health Care</td>
<td>Appalachian Behavioral Health Care – 3.5</td>
<td>EHR Implementation In Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BBC Rehab</td>
<td>BBC Rehab – 3.7</td>
<td>No EHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC Rehab</td>
<td>BBC Rehab – 3.5</td>
<td>No EHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Healthways, Inc.</td>
<td>Miracles Happen Center – 3.5</td>
<td>EHR Implementation In Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Lighthouse Recovery Center</td>
<td>Serenity Pointe – 3.1</td>
<td>EHR Implementation In Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse Recovery Center</td>
<td>Serenity Pointe – 3.5</td>
<td>EHR Implementation In Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse Recovery Center</td>
<td>Serenity Pointe – 3.7</td>
<td>EHR Implementation In Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Logan Mingo Area Mental Health</td>
<td>Anchor Point Men’s – 3.5</td>
<td>No EHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Mingo Area Mental Health</td>
<td>Anchor Point Women’s – 3.5</td>
<td>No EHR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The June 2022 RTC survey asked respondents to rank the top three barriers to EHR adoption and implementation. Among the 23 respondents, the top barriers were cost (48 percent), finding a suitable system (41 percent), and level of effort to implement and train staff (32 percent). Internet access (16 percent) and technology issues (11 percent) were also noted as barriers to EHR adoption, which is expected in a largely rural state.


\textsuperscript{45} Survey results indicate N=5 RTC providers representing multiple ASAM level of care either in the same physical location or multiple physical locations.

\textsuperscript{46} Totals include both FFS claims and Managed Care encounters and may be +/- 5% of actual expenditures based on completeness of the claims data in CY2021.
Key Takeaway – EHR Adoption

- The five providers that report no EHR or are in the process of EHR implementation will experience difficulty in measurement collection and reporting using paper-based or other non-electronic recordkeeping systems.

2. Use of Health Information Exchange

June 2022 RTC provider survey results indicate opportunities to encourage use of HIE(s) among RTC providers to support finding, sending, receiving, and integrating information relevant to a patient’s health.

The primary method of RTC patient health data exchange is overwhelmingly facsimile transmission (76 percent), followed by secure email (24 percent). RTCs in rural counties reported use of secure email rather than facsimile transmission or other methods. This survey question featured other methods for exchanging patient health data, including West Virginia Health Information Network, phone call, or other; however, none of these options were selected by respondents.

Respondents were asked to identify the top three challenges related to exchanging patient data. Among the 23 RTC providers, the top three barriers were as follows:

- Managing consent and privacy concerns (63 percent). Managing the privacy of health information and patient consent in sharing of health information is a challenge, especially for behavioral health providers due to 42 Code of Federal Regulations part 2, which serves to protect patient records created by federally-assisted programs for the treatment of SUD. While Part 2 has been revised\(^4^7\) to facilitate care coordination in response to the opioid epidemic, the rule continues to restrict the disclosure of SUD treatment records without patient consent.\(^4^8\)
- Providers that RTCs refers patients to, or receive patients from, do not use electronic data sharing (46 percent). This is a critical area to address as one of the greatest impediments to sustained recovery for patients is that various programs and treatment settings operate in isolation from one other with limitations in referrals and/or requisite information sharing with other key parties.\(^4^9\)
- Time and effort (35 percent). It takes a greater amount of time to prepare facsimile transmissions when exchanging patient records. RTCs stated time and effort as a barrier to exchanging patient data.

Notably, 19 percent of respondents indicated no barriers in exchanging patient data, half of which do not have an EHR or are in the process of EHR implementation. This may speak to the need for increased provider education and awareness of HIE services available in West Virginia.


Key Takeaway – HIIE:

- SB419 involves the need to coordinate care for patients. As 74 percent of RTCs use facsimile transmission as a primary method of exchanging patient data and 46 percent of RTCs reported barriers in exchanging patient data with other providers to coordinate patient care, RTCs may face difficulty with coordination. Use of non-electronic care coordination tools (such as fax or referrals made by phone call), are not the most efficient methods available for tracking patient information.

3. Social Determinants of Health

SDOH is defined as the conditions in the places where people live, learn, work, and plan that affect a wide range of health and quality of life risks and outcomes. Examples of SDOH include but are not limited to: economic stability, education, health and health care, neighborhood and environment, and social and community context. Collection and use of SDOH data can help health care and social service providers maximize the effectiveness of interventions to support individual health. SB419 pilot program participation will require RTCs to track SDOH-related data for their patient population after patient discharge.

SB419 measures involve RTC communication with a variety of community-based organizations to support non-medical factors that influence patient health outcomes. The RTC survey inquired whether or not RTCs assess patients for issues related to SDOH. Among RTC providers, 87 percent assess patients for issues related to SDOH. Among providers conducting SDOH assessments, nearly half are either paper-based or use a combination of paper and electronic methods.

Respondents were asked how the RTC currently refers patients to community-based organizations or other external organizations to help address identified SDOH needs. The following were identified by RTCs as top referral organizations to assist patients with SDOH needs:

- Help for West Virginia (988) (48 percent).
- 211 directory (13 percent).
- Phone calls to other referral organizations (13 percent).

Once a referral is made, providers can utilize a closed-loop referral system (CLRS) to electronically refer patients and send patient information to community-based organizations that can help serve a client’s needs that fall outside of the clinical workflow. CLRS in West Virginia mentioned by survey respondents include the UniteUs platform, although others also exist. The CLRS allows the referral sending organization (in this case the RTC) to determine what happened to the patient after referral. Among RTCs, 13 percent of respondents use a CLRS. This is a salient point as the inability to refer patients electronically and close the loop on whether or not a patient received care from a community-based

---

organization is a significant challenge for pilot program participation. SB419 measure D specifically requires RTCs to track whether the RTC has arranged and whether the patient received care from other community-based supports.

Respondents were additionally asked to select the most significant challenges and/or barriers to providing referrals to community-based organizations or other external organizations to address SDOH needs. The top barriers in referring patients to organizations for SDOH needs are as follows:

- Limited organizations to refer patients for help with SDOH issues (53 percent).
- Inability to close the loop with organizations to which the RTC refers patients (the RTC make a referral, but do not hear back if the patient used the service) (31 percent).
- Lack of awareness of local referral resources for specific social challenges (20 percent).

**Key Takeaways – SDOH**

- Eighty-seven percent of RTCs assess patients for issues related to SDOH. However, nearly half of the assessments are either paper-based or a combination of paper and electronic methods.
- Only 13 percent of respondents reported use of a CLRS to coordinate care with community-based providers.
- These survey results illustrate that most RTCs are assessing for SDOH conditions and the need for future studies to explore how centers are incorporating SDOH data into the patient’s treatment plan.

### 4. Difficulty in Contacting Patients Post-Discharge

SB419 outlines specific timeframes for RTCs to follow up with patients over the course of a three-year period. Timeframes include 30 days, one year, two years, and three years post-discharge. All respondents (N=23) reported maintaining contact and communication with patients post-discharge increases in difficulty the greater the time period (Figure 2).

---

SB419 Measure D: "Whether the substance use disorder residential treatment facility has arranged medical, substance use, psychological services or other community-based supports for the patient and whether the patient attended, 30 days post discharge, six months post-discharge, one-year post discharge, two years post-discharge and three years post-discharge."
Anecdotal evidence from one RTC suggests an approximate 20 percent contact rate when conducting 90-day follow-up calls with patients post-discharge. Another RTC suggested use of social media to stay in communication with patients post-discharge and provided the caveat that the greater the length of time after discharge the more unlikely it is to maintain communication. Additionally, Advisory Committee members supported survey findings that suggest the ability to contact patients post-discharge is challenging.

Key Takeaway – Difficulties in Contacting Patients Post-Discharge

- RTC providers reported that maintaining contact and communication with patients post-discharge increases in difficulty the greater the time period. Meeting the required timeframes in SB419 will be challenging.

5. Post-Treatment Planning and Wraparound Services

SB419 states the pilot program will evaluate the impact that post-discharge planning and the provision of wraparound services, otherwise known as community-based supports, has on SUD outcomes in three years post-SUD residential treatment. The bill further states that the RTC will develop a robust post-treatment planning program, including, but not limited to, connecting the patient population to community-based supports to include, but not be limited to, designation of a patient navigator to assist

---

**Stakeholder Perspective**

Regarding SB419 timeline for contacting patients post-discharge:

“Anything beyond about 30 days is extremely difficult with a largely transient population and unless there is a shared database at the state level, this is a largely impossible task.”

- Advisory Committee Member and RTC Provider (ASAM levels of care 3.1 and 3.5)
each discharged patient with linkage to medical, substance use, and psychological treatment services; assistance with job placement; weekly communication regarding status for up to three years; and assistance with housing and transportation.

The July 2022 RTC survey respondents were asked to identify the level of difficulty (via a rating scale of very easy, easy, neutral, difficult, or very difficult) in providing components of a robust post-treatment planning program as outlined in SB419. Results indicate that RTCs would have the greatest difficulty in achieving the following:

- Hiring a patient navigator (26 percent).
- Assistance with job placement (13 percent).
- Assistance with transportation (nine percent).

Additionally, 69 percent of respondents find discharging a patient with linkage to outpatient medical, substance use, and psychological treatment services to be very easy (17 percent) or easy (52 percent). Advisory Committee feedback contradicted these findings, suggesting that ease in linking a patient to outpatient medical, substance use, and psychological treatment services is related to the geographic area where the RTC provides services. In the event that RTCs discharge patients to areas of the State not geographically close to the RTC location, this linkage becomes more difficult.

**Key Takeaway – Post-Treatment Planning and Wraparound Services**

- Robust post-treatment planning, including the ability to track patients for multiple years post-discharge, is difficult or sometimes not able to be achieved.

6. Responsible Parties to Collect Data on SB419 Measures

Advisory Committee members discussed the need to determine the most appropriate party to collect data for the measures outlined in SB419. While most members agreed an MCO case manager would be an ideal representative to ensure coordination of care between facilities, survey results suggest RTC facilities identify internal resources as best to collect data for and report on measures. July 2022 RTC survey respondents were asked in review of SB419 measures, who they believe to be the most appropriate party to collect required patient data within the first year (30 days, six months, one year) (Figure 3).

This question was added to the survey at the request of the Advisory Committee, who suggested that the RTC may not be the most appropriate party to conduct patient outreach in the years that follow discharge from their facilities. The majority of respondents indicated data collection would be most appropriate by an RTC in year 1 and subsequent years. Additional comments included the need to involve multiple parties in collection of measure data, the need for funding to support data collection as RTCs expressed limitations in their workforce as a result of the recent COVID-19 pandemic, and reiterating the difficulty of contacting patients post-discharge. Survey results also suggested RTCs are experiencing issues with staffing shortages, are working to recruit and retain qualified staff, and noted that the COVID-19 pandemic impacted their workforce. Advisory Committee members noted the effort for RTCs to track measures would create additional burdens on an already taxed RTC workforce.
Figure 3. Most Appropriate Party to Collect Measure Data by Time Period (N=23, 23)

Most Appropriate Party to Collect Measure Data by Time Period (N=23, 23)

Key Takeaways – Responsible Parties to Collect SB419 Measures

- RTC providers’ responses indicated the RTC providers are the most appropriate parties to collect patient information up to three years post-discharge.
- Advisory Committee members suggest that RTC providers may not be the most ideal party to collect patient information up to three years post-discharge.
- RTCs require financial resources to support the hiring of a patient navigator and staff to collect and report measures.
- RTC providers and Advisory Committee members note widespread behavioral health workforce shortages exist and are exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

7. Accessibility to Outpatient Programs

One of the most critical elements of promoting integrated treatment and recovery for patients is found in creating and managing a care continuum. Alongside the criticality of management, there is also the associated discharge planning and care transitions that ensure a patient assimilates into the subsequent environment. Advisory Committee members discussed an important component of quality care is successful linkage to outpatient treatment. There is compelling research suggesting that patients who have an outpatient appointment scheduled prior to discharge are significantly more likely to attend outpatient mental health services. Advisory Committee members suggested the ability to have a

---
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successful transition of care could be a focus area for WV MCOs and treatment providers to work together to ensure an individual transitioning from American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) level 3.1 was provided services for a successful long-term recovery. Advisory Committee members also suggested that individuals with SUD generally experience better outcomes if they are engaged in care long term, and that they are able to achieve success in their home environments and recommended keeping patients engaged in outpatient services and supports could be a good metric of long-term recovery. Advisory Committee members further expressed the need for RTCs located in urban areas be equipped to serve individuals living in rural areas.

The July 2022 RTC survey asked RTCs about their access to outpatient programs in which to discharge members. RTC survey respondents indicated most providers (70 percent) currently have an outpatient program within their organization in which to discharge members. Of those RTCs that do not have an outpatient program within their organization (26 percent), the majority have outpatient programs to which patients are referred (83 percent). The following organizations were listed by RTCs as outpatient programs to which they refer patients:

- Cabin Creek Health Systems.
- Prestera.
- WVU Behavioral Medicine.
- Family Care.
- Various Suboxone Clinics.
- UHC Family Medicine.
- Bridgeport Behavioral Clinic.
- Community Care.
- Whole Brain Solutions.
- Other organizations based on patient-specific needs.

**Key Takeaway – Accessibility to Outpatient Programs**

- Most RTCs have access to outpatient programs, which will support participation in the pilot program.
- However, two RTCs reported no outpatient programs to discharge members prior to care. Both RTCs provide ASAM 3.1 level of care services, meaning these RTCs should have outpatient
programs available to discharge members. Participation in the pilot program will be challenging for these RTCs unless they are able to establish referral relationships with outpatient programs.

8. Pilot Program Participation

Overwhelmingly, 93 percent of RTC providers indicated they were willing to participate in the pilot program; however, many respondents noted challenges. July 2022 survey respondents indicated the top three challenges in SB419 pilot program participation as follows:

- Administrative considerations (65 percent).
- Difficulty contacting patients (61 percent).
- Reimbursement (48 percent).

In alignment with survey results, Advisory Committee members discussed an additional burden on RTCs, WV MCOs, and other parties to collect data for and report SB419 measures.

Stakeholder Perspective

This [pilot program] would require additional staff and costs that are not sustainable within our budget. These staff would not be reimbursed and the reimbursement rates for West Virginia Medicaid cannot support additional non-reimbursed staff.”

– RTC provider, center levels 3.1, 3.5, and 3.7.
Appendix D: National Landscape Research

During interviews and Advisory Committee meetings, each MCO individually expressed having little to no experience in VBP arrangements with behavioral health and SUD providers in West Virginia. Research was subsequently conducted by Myers and Stauffer and Milliman to present BMS with additional strategies currently in use by other states as they implement similar SUD-focused programs. Presented in the tables below is multi-state research on approaches and national trends for SUD treatment and recovery services, care coordination, and reimbursement. As program design is finalized and MCO responsibilities are fleshed out, BMS and the Advisory Committee can revisit applicability of funding mechanisms. While other funding mechanisms exist to support pilot programs such as SB419, this appendix: (1) provides background on how state Medicaid agencies can work toward tying health care payments to quality and value using a resource such as the health care payment learning and action network (HCP LAN); and (2) highlights salient health care innovation for SUD services being performed by other State Medicaid agencies through various mechanisms including, but not limited to, managed care contracts, waivers (1115 and 1915(i)), and alternative payment models (APMs).

Health Care Payment Learning and Action Network

The HCP LAN set a goal to have APMs account for 50 percent of all Medicaid payments tied to quality and value through the adoption of two-sided risk APMs by 2025. The goal of HCP LAN is to move away from FFS and volume-based payment systems to one that pays for high-quality care and improved health. The HCP LAN created an APM framework in 2017, which has four categories (Figure 4). As SB419 requires West Virginia to move from a Category 1 FFS to Category 2C pay-for-performance (P4P), it is important to understand that multiple steps are recommended to ensure a successful transition from FFS to payment tied to quality. Additional steps with recommended timeframes for BMS consideration including are:

- **2A:** Establish infrastructure and operational needs. Allow payments to RTCs to establish infrastructure and operational needs. **Timeframe: one year (2023).**
- **2B:** Pay-for-reporting. Allow RTCs to receive payment for the reporting of data results only. Payment is not yet based on performance. **Timeframe: one to two years (2024 – 2025).**
- **2C:** P4P. **Timeframe: three-plus years (2025 and beyond).**

---
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Funding Mechanisms with State Examples for Additional Consideration

State-Directed Payment Pre-Print

States can use the pre-print to require their MCOs or similar entity to implement VBP models for provider reimbursement, such as APMs, P4P arrangements, bundled payments, or other service payment models. In completing the pre-print, the State will be required to provide a brief summary or description of the required payment arrangement selected and state how the payment arrangement will measure outcomes rather than volume of services. Of note, States opting to pursue a directed payment using the VBP/delivery system reform avenue can seek multi-year approval. In terms of the measures the State will use, the State must provide the following information:

- Listing of each measure, and for each measure:
  - Measure Steward, Baseline Year, Baseline Statistic, Performance Measurement Period, Performance Target, and any notes.
CMS encourages States to use nationally-vetted and outcomes-based measures including measures from the CMS Adult and Child Core Sets if appropriate.

**State Example: California District and Municipal Public Hospital (DMPH) Quality Incentive Pool Program**

California's current pre-print (approved for January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2023) allows the State to move in the direction of VBPs as they direct their managed care health plans to make quality improvement payments to district and municipal public hospitals (DMPHs) who met performance targets. Measures tied to VBPs are in the categories of: primary care access and preventive care, acute and chronic care, behavioral health, maternal health, patient safety, and overuse/appropriateness of care. DMPHs are required to report on a minimum of two measures to a maximum of 20. Additionally, the pre-print allows for participating DMPHs to earn additional funds in performance years 5 and 6 for over-performance.

Pre-print measures included have identified benchmarks for the Medicaid population and are required to meet one or more of the following criteria:

- Endorsed by the NQF.
- Nationally-accepted Medicaid performance measure.
- Measure has been used in a CMS-approved performance program.

**Leveraging Waivers**

This section provides an overview of current approved 1115 waivers, including an example of how one state is using of the 1915(i) State Plan home and community-based services benefits to support its Medicaid recipients.

**1115 Waivers**

The approval of a section 1115 demonstration is opening the door to expand critical treatment options such as continuity of care in the community following episodes of acute care in hospitals and residential treatment facilities that qualify as institutions for mental diseases (IMDs). These demonstrations are also allowing State Medicaid programs to overcome longstanding payment exclusions. The 1115 substance use demonstration waiver allows states to further expand access to SUD treatment and recovery services by offering the full continuum of outpatient, residential, and recovery services to Medicaid beneficiaries. Many states, like West Virginia, are using an 1115 waiver to provide additional services that can support a smooth transition to outpatient treatment and address SDOHs. Below, Myers and Stauffer and Milliman have highlighted some examples where states are using a waiver to meet the complex needs of Medicaid recipients with SUD.

---


Oklahoma Section 1115: Institutions for Mental Diseases Waiver for Serious Mental Illness/SUD
The Oklahoma section 1115 demonstration expands treatment for SUD services. In addition to coverage for services provided in an IMD, the following highlights specific portions of the demonstration that have been approved or implemented.\(^{60}\)

- **Transition from Traditional Waiting List System to an Online Bed Availability List.** The State now requires residential providers to update their bed availability every 24 to 48 hours and list the type of services available and populations served from each provider. This allows outpatient providers to access the list and make appropriate and timely referrals for individuals meeting criteria for residential/American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Level 3 criteria.

- **Establish Interoperability between Existing State Systems and the Oklahoma Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP).** Integration and accessibility to real-time PDMP data from RTCs to State agencies will support behavioral health initiatives such as post-discharge patient monitoring or verifying the validity of patient self-reported data.

Maine Section 1115: Substance Use Disorder Care Initiative
Maine has incorporated a few VBP initiatives into an 1115 waiver including the following:

- **Use of Evidence-Based SUD-Specific Patient Placement Criteria.** Establish an incentive within MaineCare’s new value-based primary care model for primary care providers to offer medication-assisted treatment (MAT) services in alignment with ASAM guidelines for appropriate level of care, have a cooperative referral process with specialty behavioral health providers including a mechanism for co-management for the provision of MAT, as needed, or be co-located with a MAT provider.\(^{61}\)

- **Plan for Provider Capacity Improvements.** Establish an incentive within MaineCare’s new value-based primary care model for primary care providers to offer MAT services in alignment with ASAM guidelines for appropriate level of care, have a cooperative referral process with specialty behavioral health providers including a mechanism for co-management for the provision of MAT as needed, or be co-located with a MAT provider.\(^{62}\)

- **Additional Policies to Ensure Coordination of Care for Co-Occurring Physical and Mental Health Conditions.** Incorporate a P4P provision into the Opioid Health Home model that includes a measure on annual primary care or ambulatory visits.\(^{63}\)

Oregon Section 1115: Health Plan Substance Use Disorder Initiative
Oregon’s 1115 demonstration presents several creative payment mechanisms in their milestone criteria:

- **Coverage of Intensive Outpatient Services.** Coordinated care organizations (CCOs) must develop alternative payment methodologies for day treatment services within 12 to 24 months of demonstration approval.\(^{64}\)

---
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**Administrative Approach.** The State will require that CCOs, in collaboration with providers, track and report the services provided to high needs supports enrollees, ensuring accountability for service delivery and payment.\(^{65}\)

**Leveraging Alternative Payment Models**

In this section, Myers and Stauffer has included APM examples where a provider can earn incentive payment(s) to provide high-quality care that is also cost-efficient.

Addiction Recovery Medical Home Alternative Payment Model

Patients with SUD often deal with a fragmented medical system to address their needs. A patient-centered SUD continuum is crucial to providing recovery supports necessary to address addiction recovery management.\(^{66}\) The Alliance for Recovery-Centered Addiction Health Services (ARMH) began gathering clinical and biopsychosocial information in August 2017 to create a comprehensive APM that aligns with an integrated treatment and recovery network care model. The content that follows details the ARMH-APM key elements, as described in their 2019 white paper.\(^{67}\)

The ARMH-APM key elements comprise the payment model, quality metrics, treatment and recovery, network, and the care recovery team. More specifically, the payment model element focuses on adopting episodes of care and bundled payments. In addition, the Alliance recognizes the different populations served by allowing providers to be flexible in the services they can provide based on available resources. The ARMH-APM model consists of FFS and bundled payment models that are respective to three different patient episodes. The ARMH-APM payment system creates room for performance bonuses and severity adjustments that align to improve the patient’s likelihood of long-term recovery.

Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics

Certified community behavioral health clinics (CCBHCs) can serve as a key program in furthering behavioral health care innovation in West Virginia. The CCBHC model of care, authorized by Section 223 of the Protecting Access to Medicare Act (PAMA) statute in 2015, has continued to grow expeditiously since its inception. CCBHCs provide a continuum of coordinated services and supports, including rapid response 24/7 crisis services in supportive settings, peer and family support, specific support for active and veteran military, targeted case management, clinical outpatient psychotherapeutic interventions, and timely screening and assessment of behavioral health and physical needs.\(^{68}\) Care coordination is critical to ensuring CCBHC services represent an improvement over existing services.\(^{69}\) This integrated care approach can be especially impactful for individuals who have co-occurring diagnoses of a mental health disorder and a SUD or individuals with both a mental health disorder and a physical health disorder. Entities participating in the PAMA demonstration must meet the certification criteria to become a CCBHC as established under PAMA.

Under the demonstration, CCBHC providers are paid based on a prospective payment system (PPS) which can be either a daily or monthly predetermined, set amount. States also have the opportunity to
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allow CCBHCs the opportunity to earn a quality bonus payment (QBP) in addition to the PPS rate. The QBP can be earned by meeting pre-defined benchmarks for quality measures collected and reported annually as required by the demonstration.

For states not pursuing and/or selected in the demonstration, they can use a state plan amendment (SPA) to add CCBHCs as approved Medicaid providers. Using a SPA will allow West Virginia flexibility in program design as the services provided do not have to align one-for-one with the services or approaches covered under the demonstration. Additionally, there is potentially more flexibility in payment of services that can be compared to demonstration providers.

Myers and Stauffer understands that West Virginia will pursue participation in the Medicaid CCBHC demonstration program. Most recently, under the Bipartisan Safer Communities Act (BSCA), enacted June 25, 2022, the existing CCBHC Medicaid Demonstration program was extended and expanded.

In addition to the extension for existing programs, the BSCA also expands the demonstration to additional states. Beginning July 1, 2024, and every two years thereafter, 10 additional states will be eligible to participate in the demonstration. Each selected state’s demonstration period will be four years. Furthermore, additional planning grants will be available to all states that have not already been selected for the demonstration. BSCA has allocated $40 million in funding for fiscal year 2023 for planning grants and technical assistance to states. Each state wishing to participate in the CCBHC Demonstration Program must first apply for and receive a one-year planning grant.
Appendix E: 2022 RTC Survey Methodology

Additional details regarding RTC survey methodology is found below.

The West Virginia BMS, in coordination with Myers and Stauffer, developed and conducted two surveys of RTCs in June and July 2022. The purpose of the June 2022 RTC survey was to understand the technological capabilities, current HIE efforts, and perceptions of SB419. The survey is the first-of-its-kind and serves as baseline data on RTC capabilities. While survey results aim to inform the SB419 final report, these surveys also serve as valuable data for future BMS initiatives.

Survey Recruitment

The target audience for the RTC survey were 26 BMS-approved residential treatment facility providers. Additional outreach regarding survey participation was conducted by Myers and Stauffer and BMS through existing provider communication channels and listservs.

Survey Structure

The survey questions designed for the RTC survey were developed by Myers and Stauffer as a result of preliminary feedback from the SB419 Advisory Committee and BMS. Additionally, the West Virginia Association of Health Plans provided supplemental questions for the June 2022 survey.

The survey used a mixed-methods approach to obtaining RTC feedback as both quantitative and qualitative data can help gain a more complete understanding of the RTC landscape. Qualitative data was added to the survey to help offer insights into the RTC experience and context behind the quantitative question responses.

The survey contained a combination of multiple choice, single-selection, matrix, and free response questions. Some questions were required by the respondent, while some were optional. To increase the likelihood of survey completion, questions were designed with branching logic so only questions relevant to an individual respondent were asked. Branching logic led the respondent to different sets of survey questions related to EHR adoption, SDOH assessment and referral, and discussion of SB419 measures, among others. For example, if a respondent stated they did not have an EHR, they were not asked questions regarding electronic reporting.

Survey Distribution and Analysis

The June 2022 survey was administered from June 9 to June 24. The July 2022 survey was administered from July 27 through August 5. Email marketing campaigns were delivered using a Myers and Stauffer constant contact platform to distribute the survey link via email. BMS Behavioral Health and Long-Term Care Services staff were invaluable in ensuring distribution of the survey, as well as assisting to increase the survey response rate.

Survey responses received were reviewed for errors and inconsistencies. When necessary, respondents received follow-up requests for clarification. After removing duplicate and invalid responses, surveys were reviewed for validity. Response data from both surveys was aggregated, tabulated, and analyzed to identify patterns and common themes. The results of the surveys were compared with the results of the SB419 Advisory Committee discussions and other qualitative data received through MCO discussions to generate common themes, guide findings, and logically flow into potential recommendations relating to SB419.
RTC Survey Limitations

The surveys had several limitations, acknowledged by both Myers and Stauffer and BMS. Survey respondents’ interpretations of survey questions may have varied and influenced survey results. Additionally, findings do not represent all Medicaid RTCs in West Virginia, as three RTCs did not participate in the survey despite multiple attempts to request completion. This report relies heavily on self-reported data. Myers and Stauffer did not verify the accuracy of the RTC, Advisory Committee, or MCO-provided responses.
### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APM</td>
<td>Alternative Payment Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMH</td>
<td>Alliance for Recovery-Centered Addiction Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMH-APM</td>
<td>Alliance for Recovery-Centered Addiction Health Services Alternative Payment Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAM</td>
<td>American Society of Addiction Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBH</td>
<td>Bureau for Behavioral Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>Bureau for Medical Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSCA</td>
<td>Bipartisan Safer Communities Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVCHIP</td>
<td>West Virginia’s Children’s Health Insurance Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARF</td>
<td>Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCBHC</td>
<td>Certified Community Behavioral Health Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCO</td>
<td>Coordinated Care Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Code of Federal Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMHC</td>
<td>Community Mental Health Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Centers for Medicare &amp; Medicaid Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Coronavirus Disease 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Calendar Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHHR</td>
<td>Department of Health and Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMPH</td>
<td>California District and Municipal Public Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHR</td>
<td>Electronic Health Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIE</td>
<td>Health Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD</td>
<td>Institutions for Mental Diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFS</td>
<td>Fee-for-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMAP</td>
<td>Federal Medicaid Assistance Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP LAN</td>
<td>Health Care Payment Learning and Action Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCHHRA</td>
<td>Legislative Oversight Commission on Health and Human Resources Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAT</td>
<td>Medication-Assisted Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCO</td>
<td>Managed Care Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCQA</td>
<td>National Committee for Quality Assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCP</td>
<td>Office of Drug Control Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4P</td>
<td>Pay-for-Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHP</td>
<td>Prepaid Ambulatory Health Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBP</td>
<td>Performance-Based Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Protected Health Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIHP</td>
<td>Prepaid Inpatient Health Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRSS</td>
<td>Peer Recovery Support Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY</td>
<td>Program Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODCP</td>
<td>Office of Drug Control Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUD</td>
<td>Opioid Use Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMP</td>
<td>Prescription Drug Monitoring Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMPM</td>
<td>Per Member Per Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBP</td>
<td>Quality Bonus Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAS</td>
<td>Residential Adult Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTC</td>
<td>Residential Treatment Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB419</td>
<td>Senate Bill 419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDOH</td>
<td>Social Determinants of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP</td>
<td>State-Directed Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFY</td>
<td>State Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>State Plan Amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUD</td>
<td>Substance Use Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT Act</td>
<td>Substance Use Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment for Patients and Communities Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>Value-Based Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVU</td>
<td>West Virginia University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>